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God Will Lead The Way,
You Must Walk The Walk
are at it, she continues, we are sick of Holocausts
of all varieties and even The Holocaust now
RE: A DREAM IS A SONG YOUR HEART SINGS. claimed as a special fundraising scheme for those
L O S E Y O U R D R E A M S A N D Y O U H A V E who feed off others as parasites always do.
She claims to be tired of whining on her own part
BASICALLY LOST YOUR “LIFE”
and the absurdities of some “lawnmower person”
pretending some self-righteous calling to save the world
THANK YOU FOR MISSING OUR WRITINGS
from such as the Ekkers. She also knows that even
To you who have shared that you are sick of the with dreams unending and bigger than the world itself—
V.K. Durham and world circumstances which cause you she can’t carry everyone’s dreams and yet feels a major
need to carry everyone’s disappointments.
to have to look at the dark side of living—thank you.
The point is to bring forth our own dreams and
You MUST attend carefully that which is in your
world of consciousness and get with ever more and when they match that which provides great and
more consciousness with every day you pass. But significant positive changes, we can develop the WAY
DIRECT that passage of images through your soul to manifestation, or “creation” if you will.
Those are big enough and important enough ideals
and yes, brain. It is the YOU of expression and
those thoughts put into action are what LIFE “is”. and dreams to merit a hay mower and bailer and never
Y o u w h o w o n d e r w h a t “ i s ” i s ? — t h e r e i t i s . mind the lawnmower. Grass clippings only clog the
Living is action which comes from THOUGHT. lawn, so please let us move beyond the crude
Dharma speaks out and says we need a break adversaries and GET OUR JOB DONE.
Other things are happening in the world of family
already from tanks shooting at the Church of the
Nativity or the mosque or anywhere else. While we and friends which also need attention without
seemingly any way to impact
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them greatly or, again, with wisdom enough to do
anything FOR someone else. Again I repeat: Get our
job done and lots of other things and problems will
actually fall into the crack of nothingness. We meet
those obligations accepted for selves—and people,
that is all ANYONE can do. That is taking into
consideration all widespread connections. We can
secure our own position when we know we are
RIGHT, and therein is the fact of it.
Most of you get so worn out with being caught in
that lawnmower that you can’t longer dream to see
where you are going. I do not just speak of nightdreams which often in troubled times turn into
nightmares—but I speak of daydreams which offer
thought for creation and creative thinking.
You want your children to make the best grades in
the school? What do YOU do to ensure they wish to
achieve such a position? No, think about it, parents, lest
you never have them achieve much of anything.
They have to want to do those achievements for
themselves and NOT FOR YOU.
Children are like adults—they want to get everything
(Continued on page 2)
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without input from selves while somehow others
do the work and somehow the achievement of the
few will become the reward of the many.
You always want the “other” to love you like you wish
they would and NOT ever like you “love” them and that
is in attention to all “your” needs without exacting much
from your own emotional stockpile. Twin flames and soul
mates are BS—for those are things of spirit and not of
worldly just “getting along” from day to day. Sorry to
burst your silly balloons. It makes for a nice New Age
game or two but it is mostly pure rot. Get a goal to share
and you will find twin-growth right along with your
children marching with you into achievement instead of
wishful fantasyland of fairies and devas which don’t exist
except in the creation of your mind at play. And yet if you
create not, dream not, think and imagine not—you will
have NOTHING. Well, you may well have something you
didn’t want at all—failure in your own perception.
You want to lose weight and get in shape? Oh
well, big deal. DO SOMETHING to give ability to
achieve either. Solving just one of the two will
achieve some major measure of BOTH.
I mention this because it is so silly to consider this
horrendous problem in the face of 88% POVERTY—
even right here in the Philippines. Most of these little
people on the worker-bee side of the financial loop are
so tiny and thin you can literally see through them if you
have the Sun behind them. Then you have the uppercrust bunch who are that thin, thinking it somehow
looks good to be walking bones. THAT comes from
your Western culture gone nuts, good friends. And then
you have the overweight who are totally soft and sloppy
from their “good life” while unable to do a physical task
without collapsing. Then it is off to the gym—never go
get a paintbrush and clean up the place.
But why would God allow such as the
circumstances of Margie, Rex and the son David
(Margie’s). God? Is that perhaps one of your
more interesting questions?
Just a very brief and gentle note to point out that
you go about blaming and fixing targets and getting all
the help you can of whatever kind you feel will aid
YOUR position and I ask you: WHY?
What could Ekkers possibly have to do with
Margie’s signing things over to Rex Smith? Now the
daughter-in-law goes where for help? To V.K. Durham.
Interesting? No, not very, in reality.
Note something, friends, and I could give these
people “Xs” for names and give the same lesson but
these are names who have made deliberate and nasty
incursions into OUR BUSINESS and our very LIVES.
That means they have damaged YOUR lives and business
if you have shared with this project.
Margie’s name was Berndt. Rex’s name was Smith
(not Weeks as per V.K.) and the son’s name is “Shafley”.
So, he was either the product of a prior marriage of
Margie’s and perhaps she felt the daughter-in-law did not
deserve the fruits of a second husband’s earnings or
estate—or whatever you want to conjure (right or wrong).
Margie did NOT do her life focus on some old
Egyptian encrypted hologram—she enjoyed experiencing
in her own realization of what she wanted to
accomplish—in other words, her dream.
If she was mislead, then it is another “problem”
but that is between those involved and NOT the
judges of the intentions of the people involved. If
something is WRONG, make it right if you can and
then turn to making things BETTER if possible.

I don’t mind being forever crucified because that is
one of my jobs, I suppose, in order to grow you out of
your narrow and self-styled ego perceptions. But I note:
Ekkers are through with the crucifixion game just
as soon as they can wipe the blood off.
Each needs the adventure experienced even if you
consider it at first glance totally negative. Note carefully
and you will realize that if you are in pretty good spirits
toward goal achievement that EVERY LAST DETAIL
OF YOUR EXPERIENCE HAD TO HAVE BEEN
EXACTLY AS IT WAS. You can only change NOW
or hopefully as you DREAM or THINK toward a future
expression. Simple? As simple as breathing! And, by
the way, just about as necessary! One is necessary to
maintain a “life-form”; the other offers LIFE.
YOU AS “SELF”
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a lawyer—go for the experience. That is obviously
NOT what Diane wishes to become at the moment and
later is too late to be of immediate benefit.
Look at EVERYTHING as best you can and then
make a decision based on best input that returns enough
to satisfy the circumstance and negotiate the details.
You certainly do not need beat your opponent into the
ground where everyone loses. Get the opponent on
your side if you can and you will also learn
something about good diplomacy. THAT lesson
will stand you in good stead forever to come.
Children want to, yes, please their parents—but
when they feel they won’t anyway or it no longer
matters because they feel lack of self-esteem or just plain
aggressive, it is time to check on self and cause them
to want to improve for themselves and not just to
silently wait for an opportunity to strike.
Are there bad children? Of course—but, mostly there are
pretty inept parents wanting too much for themselves and it
is almost always an EMOTIONAL need, not a “thing” wanted.
Teach your child to dream and listen to their
dreams and most especially the daydreams so that the
child can have something to which to aspire. The
first dreams may well be silly to absurd but watch
out—they mostly are quite big and wonderful.
Most parents are spending more time fighting
than it actually takes to “parent”.
Look carefully at what at some point made you feel
good about self and check it out—for that is, after all,
what is holding you back from achievement right now.
And readers, stop blaming your own parents for your
adult errors—you are big kids now and excuses really don’t
look good to the children following along in your footsteps.
There are people who spend their whole time
conjuring something to blame a parent rather than
just fix their own image of themselves.
Now what might be a “crucial” moment when great
change is recognized? Well, let us assume you are
buried in rubble by an earthquake and you are weak and
could die. The minute you decide to LIVE, is the
pivotal moment of the crucial decision to hang in there,
keep breathing and wait for the rescue or find your way
OUT. Miracles happen in those moments, my friends.
Next, when you choose up the “important” people in
your experience—don’t just dub in “Mom or Dad”
UNLESS they have contributed something that molds your life,
gives it more meaning and direction than in the ordinary
parenting flow, or truly has been such a point of either positive
or negative impact as to literally change your perspective,
direction or perception about life as a whole. You’ll find only
about five in your life when you sum it up later.
Now, in the movement of this game you will
consider carefully these items and people and then, only
then, can you EVALUATE the TRUE circumstances and
meaning of the relationship or the moment.
And yes indeed, if we did not have this heavy load
with establishing a foundation upon which to build a base
for using these very life-enhancing programs, we would
just have seminars and we would go into business and
make an even larger contribution to living than feeding
people. The facts are, however, that a starving man
cannot make his rightful contribution even to himself.
DREAMS

YOU matter 100% in everything about you and your
life. It has to begin right where YOU are in every
instance. The problem is that YOU often consider that
it is “you” in EVERY OTHER LIFE AS WELL. You
can only share in perceptions about those OTHERS.
You have to realize that even at a very young age,
or any age you find self today, there are perhaps a
dozen or less things which happened that have molded
your perceptions to this point in your life (whatever age).
Perhaps with a child it is a simple focus on potty
training or a Christmas gift or some other event.
Then you will find PEOPLE who impact your life—
and again, it doesn’t matter what age—try for 10 or even
less who greatly influence or impact your life.
Now readers, I am talking about events and people
that have really made an impact in greatly changing your
whole perception of self or living. These are moments
which DEFINE who you are. The people are those so
important as to be a relative pivot in your lifestream.
And now look at choices. There will be some choices
which will be critical to your living and emotional balance.
AND YES, these must all be included in your
dreaming, goal setting and thoughts.
It will not matter whether you have brown rice or
white rice under your stew—but it will matter greatly if
you are allergic to both types of rice and your very
eating or not eating it becomes “the” choice to be made.
Poor example? Well, you have your own
examples and rice seems quite innocuous except
where rice is the ONLY food staple around and it
will RARELY be “brown rice” available.
What have I offered you to look at as guidelines?
Well, a good hypnotherapist will take you back through
these “stations” and recognitions if they are worth their
weight in sand to locate your problems WITH
YOURSELF. It is a “guide”, nothing more. But you
can find some helpers and walk yourself through these
confrontations and exercises to see what it is that
“matters” and makes you what you are! Until you sort
it—you are scrambling around in chaos of one level or
another. And, if you find you hate what you are
doing—you had better start the dreamworks and check
out what it is exactly that would change your attitude.
I would watch Diane and find the fatigue factor
totally debilitating just dealing with the FDA and choices
regarding her own actions. No, precious people, if the
game can be changed without the major confrontation—
Yes, dreams have meaning and NO, another
or consequences are such that they are acceptable short person cannot analyze YOUR DREAMS. That is
of a ten-year court battle—go for it. If you, however, also poppycock to have people claiming to interpret
are in such a circumstance and would want to become the meaning of YOUR dream. You are your dream;
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you play every part, every line and write the script.
ONLY YOU, therefore, can realize your dream.
And yes, it is also simple and a great game in itself
to do this type of “dreamwork”.
This is not the point of this writing, however, for
the point is to remind you of how important those
“dreams”—while awake or sleeping—are to your
journey. If you have no dreams, how can they
possibly come true? If you have no dreams, you
have already arrived at a very hollow place called
limbo. Surely if all you have to look forward to
achieving is dying; you have real problems in living.
And guess what: you who are killing yourselves with
one thing or another as an addiction to “escape”
living—you are in really sad circumstances already.
A “dream” is simply a train of thoughts and images
experienced during sleep. It can also be a distant hope,
vision or ideal, imagined in the mind while you are very
much awake. Most of these awake dreams you can
totally control in order to only entertain the positive
plays and ignore or turn off the negative impacts.
When you can ONLY find the negatively impacting
thoughts (dreams) constantly keeping you bound, you
are depressed and immobilized to change. And YES,
you ALWAYS have a choice; in fact, you are the only
one who can make a choice about same.
When those thoughts are acted out in hurtful
or destructive ways, or are presented as total
fabrication, especially against another or others,
you are seriously mentally compromised and
headed for serious trouble unless you get yourself
together and change perceptions and attitudes.
GOOD DREAMS AS IN HOPEFUL VISIONS
That is the point I wish to address, readers.
You must realize the value of dreams in your lives
which you may well also call goals but which I do
not care to define in such restrictive terms. Goals,
let’s face it, are the outcome of actions in
response to those dreams and visions.
You can dream about getting a loaf of bread and
eating it but until you get a loaf of bread and eat it—you
have achieved nothing of value, for there is no goal
achievement—only the continuation of a hungry stomach
which was likely not the goal of which you dreamed.
You will usually see your visions as quite hazy
mixtures of desires, thoughts and feelings which get
somewhat defined in your “mind’s eye” where you
begin to actually “see” what you want to achieve.
These will range from the most mundane selection of
a tie to wear to making a difference for the good of
the world and mankind. Usually there is a learning
step-by-step growth involved to reach the desired
achievement as wanting the latter goal realized.
You must be dreamers if you are to envision
exemplar shifts that can bring about peace, happiness and
prosperity to all men and change the world for the best.
And yes, God can lead—you must walk the walk.
BUT WHY “SHOULD” YOU DREAM?
God gave MAN the ability to not only dream but
to create from his visions. God gave man the gift of
REASON which is but the thought clearly recognized
and to manifest from those thought patterns—just as
you are the direct “thought of God”.
You are given the gift to dream and yes, it is

a gift beyond price.
MAN is the only being given the gift to dream
UNLIMITED thoughts and to achieve or create whatever
those dreams might be. If you can believe it or think
it—it shall come to be—if you set your mind to the
achievement in point. The whole of the subconscious
life stream will work ceaselessly to achieve whatever the
goal might be—even if you don’t recognize the walking
blocks along the way. This is why you must take every
opportunity as it presents because the goal depends on
the pieces offered to achieve same. Moreover, you will
affix a value to said achievement FOR SELF.
Man is blessed with the power to wish and dream,
and turn his desires into reality. Dreaming is a priceless
gift that you are blessed with which must be used if you
are to reach your full potential as human beings.
Remember that a child is born with 100% pure potential.
The gift of dreaming is also noted as exceptional, for
it presents in the sleep or in the awake expressions of
daily living. Your subconscious mind sends messages
and signals through the oftentimes unrelated and
incomprehensible images you remember of your dreams,
it is important to try to piece together and make
sense of the dreams even if it only allows you to put
some to the side. It is amazing how much comes
from the sleep dreams into the ability to invent, create
and find direction along with making choices.
If you have established that, when you are in
gross overload and fragmented, you may well have
disjointed dreams—literally. You may run without
getting anywhere, literally lose parts of you, etc.
This is a red-light signal that you are overextended
so reconsider what you are doing or accepting into
your life and restructure priorities.
It is extremely important to allow the conscious
mind to CONNECT with that subconscious mind which
drives your mental machine. Unfortunately, you spend
so much time programming your subconscious minds
to fail you that it is quite sad indeed. Your
subconscious mind will accept anything you
convince it to believe. Moreover, arguing with it won’t
make a whit of difference. It is right there that you lay
your limits of what you come to believe are your
limitations and unworthiness. It will not give you
positive “reason”; it just plays right back what you
feed it. It has to be CHANGED at the same level it
was programmed in the first place. Sometimes that
needs professional help—but note, I DID NOT SAY
A PSYCHIATRIST. You are not “sick”; you are
simply malfunctioning at some idea or another.
You need to dream because everything
(EVERYTHING) starts with a dream (a thought).
Even the most tiny wish or desire begins right there
with a thought. Worse or best yet, it sits right
there as basically an “impossible” dream in your
minds until the subconscious works its miracle
while summoning the forces of the universe to
make it come true or to manifest.
Everything, including your house and all in it,
and even your family living in it, started as a germ
of a desire or idea in someone’s heart and mind
before it was manifest in the material world.
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Inherent in every desire is its fulfillment.
Everything that you passionately desire will find a
way to be manifest and become real. It is an overly
generous, giving universe in which we are given to
live and experience (regardless of what life-form we
may be) and we are all part of the ongoing process
of creation. Dreaming starts the Godly act of
creation on the human level. Isn’t it incredible that
man has created rockets that fly to outer space
and submarines that swim the deepest seas? Well,
that is interesting—but very limited—although each
was birthed with a single THOUGHT.
Again I mention as a very important
consideration: IF you do not have a dream, you
have no dream to come true. Many just sit around
bored to death, weeping and wailing while
wondering why your lives seem to be getting
nowhere. How can it get somewhere when you
don’t have a dream to realize, no target to hit?
And so, if you need to tag along or connect with
someone else’s dream—do so, but you have to carry
your own load which becomes a part of the whole of
the dream in outcome. You can’t just sit and then wait
for the perceived parties to come gather you into their
dream. This is the joy of a big program in which many
can contribute to the whole and all come out worthy
and rewarded according to their own individual dreams.
If you can help another achieve the dream that benefits
all—go for it with the gusto it deserves and BUILD
yourself a part of it FOR SELF. Friends don’t live
within one another—but rather, share the very best of
a friendship WITH the other. I, for instance, will not
walk for you—but I will go the whole nine yards WITH
YOU if your goal be worthy in goodness and positive
growth. I will NOT help evil intent.
One very positive good that comes from dreaming
is that it actually gives you a very “natural high”. Get
those positive attitudes to work and you will have
something to which to look forward and something for
which to hope. This one possibility has seen millions
through the rough times even as survivors of
imprisonment, disastrous crashes, shipwrecks and even
earthquake or other natural disasters as they kept
themselves alive by the dream to survive and an
unshakable faith not to give up hope.
By the way, dreaming keeps you young and very
much alive no matter how “old” you are. Old age
doesn’t stop the dreams; they only grow more grand
and wise. Part of the sorrow of mankind is that too
often people grow old long before they ever grow up.
Don’t overlook the wondrous fun you can have just
goofing off and watching your dreams develop. It is
ever so much more productive than the “meditation”
cop out where you just go sit to allow self the
privilege of taking a break today. Both have great
healing ability but a meditation ABOUT something
worthwhile rather than achieving a blank mind, is
quite remarkably worthy. It is amazing that all great
things come from taking time to think and dream and
just be quiet and allow God or that subconscious
mind to offer you answers for your consideration.
Dreams are the one most powerful tool gifted to
mankind, for each allows you to consider problems,
solutions and for goodness sakes, life itself.
CREATING
Just as with God—nothing is impossible—or put
The most important focus I would like you to differently: All things are possible. So too, in that state of
consider is why you must dream, in the basic dreaming—ALL THINGS ARE NOT ONLY POSSIBLE
BUT BECOME PROBABLE AND THEN REALITY.
Godly act of “creation”.
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SAD TRUTH

The greater the dream the more others will try to
destroy both YOU and your dream. This means, chelas,
that YOU must be stronger in your realization than the
challengers come against you. Evaluate the impact
and the weapons used against you and the final
realization will be accurate in your perception.
I suggest to Dharma, every time we confront another
challenge—USE YOUR DELETE BUTTON. When
something is clogging your pipes, after you have discerned
the plug, the cause of disaster or destruction, evaluate the
circumstance and confront it carefully and totally—then
delete it from your working computer. If you got a
computer virus—you would get rid of it pronto. Try it and
you will find you like it. Don’t forget—just delete that part
of the program from your conscious consideration which
hacks at you like a tiny hatchet at a massive redwood tree.
Evaluate carefully, take care of the disease afoot and put
it into its proper category slot. Cover all the bases
properly and then attend it if it pops out at you but do
not allow it to consume your “dreamtime”.
Once a decision is MADE and acted on, go for it,
chelas, and don’t live in the constant whipping of self.
Take care in what you do, do it for the right reasons and
then decide what to do otherwise. That mountain in the
way can be crossed in many ways to get to the other side.
Don’t, however, burn your bridges just to escape some
discomfort that you will live to regret greatly. There are
no guarantees in life because living requires many
fragments and much varied input. Take the route best
chosen in careful consideration and then don’t waste time
looking back all the time while you need to move forward
with focus on other things of far more importance.
“THAT INCIDENT OR FOCUS” might “have been” the
most important—but, once a decision is made to put it aside
and move on—DO SO. If, however, you choose to make
it a focus—DO THAT with full attention in every way.
Always the best way to make choices wisely is to
attend them BEFORE the fact, make them, correct them
if necessary but do not give them all the energy which
finally runs down your own machine. And always be
ready to use any opportunity from any circumstance or
encounter, for it will have meaning since there are no
coincidences. Here is where self matters the very most, for
you must walk with self even if everyone else goes away.
I was asked to speak on this subject today as patience
grows thin for all working on any project which seems
endlessly tedious. WE ARE MAKING INCREDIBLE
STRIDES, FRIENDS, AND THEY ARE FORWARD.
We will have several “ways” to move around in the
game, for we have done our homework well.
You are at great crossroads in your very world today.
We could write daily and endlessly on the various topics
flooding from every mouth. But you are NOT getting truth
from the media or the politicians so keep your
balance. I remind you that it is not that the Church
of the Nativity is under siege—it is that any such thing
as this “war” has come to pass where an enemy brings
weapons against his brother. It is indeed a symbolic place
and happening and Man has some very difficult choices to
make in how he goes from here. It is a time of
confrontation which has arrived and you knew it would be
this way so don’t cry out in shock and fainting—how did
you think it would be? I suggest you keep the rocktossing to a minimum lest you find self in error.
GOD LOVES YOU ABSOLUTELY.—GCH
dharma
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Doris’ Corner
4/4/02—#1 (15-231)
By Doris & E.J. Ekker

RE: V.K. DURHAM COMMENTS ON LATEST (328-02) MAJOR E-MAIL DISTRIBUTION INCLUDING
MARGIE BERNDT’S DAUGHTER-IN-LAW
BRIEF COMMENT
To be able to do anything else, we are going to have
to stop this attention to V.K. Durham. However, we are
told to acknowledge the highlights of any further
interchange for anyone who brings it to our attention.
V.K. seems to have a major MISINFORMATION
flow moving to and from Charleen Safley, Margie
Berndt’s daughter-in-law, and yet I feel there is
little we have of input. It seems, indeed, Rex
Smith may have taken advantage of Margie but,
readers, she wrote many times how much she was
enjoying life this past two-and-a-half years.
Yes indeed, Rex left with a lot of stuff not his (or
Margie’s) and one of those is Erlinda Tom, our friend
of MANY years but whom Rex talked into moving to
Tehachapi to be “with him”. Since that happened before
Margie died, we have to assume we have missed
a great abundance of input and information.
V.K. has claimed that a “Rex Weeks” has taken
at least $140 thousand from US, and closed the
bank account so we couldn’t do anything about it.
They say that Insanity often enhances the imagination.
From what we see in Charleen’s e-mails, that is
not mentioned; did V.K. make that up?
It was clear to us that Margie thought Rex
was permanent in Tehachapi and would see
honorably and in detail to her wishes as regarded
her assets and her family. As nearly as we can
discern SHE did not expect Rex to “move on”.
Together, Charleen and V.K. seem to be working up
some sceam (V.K.’s term) to involve the Phoenix
Institute and Ekkers and “their Hatonn SPACE CULT
ORGANIZATION” as having something to do with
“MISSING AND UNACCOUNTED FOR ‘VICTIMS’”,
“ORGANIZED CRIME RINGS”, “MURDER
INCORPORATED”, “U.S. Govt. Officials being
BLACKMAILED IN PUBLIC PRINT”, etcetera, and on
and on. The missing persons seem to be Leon Fort,
Ann Beam, Betty Tuten and Eleanor Schroepfer.
Those people were involved in years of litigation
in support of George Green to retain Dave Overton’s
gold coins, only to have every case THROWN
OUT OF COURT (SOME OF THEM THREE
TIMES BY THE SUPREME COURT).
As far as we know, none of them are
“missing” or “unaccounted”. So how is that for
a “drama” created from whole cloth?
WORLD TRADE CENTER?
Next: “No wonder THE TRADE CENTERS went
down... The parties with whom the HATONN CULT
was doing business HAD OFFICES IN THE WTC’S.”

Really? Sounds like another “invention”.
V.K. has a new “kick”, calling me “the lady with
21 Alias’s” (sic). I have no aliases. I was asked
more than ten years ago to PROTECT the names we
would be using by having them registered as a
business name or “dba”. We researched it personally
and were told exactly what to do because already
people were starting to claim Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
was directly giving them instructions, giving away our
business interests in projects, and especially in
publication material. So we did so.
Surely enough, George Green took Gyeorgos
Ceres Hatonn, he claimed, with him to Nevada and
everywhere else he could think to use the label. Col.
Gritz called one day and asked: “How many of you
are there up there, Sir?” Just one, was the reply.
Then came Ed Young, Norey Latona, Rick
Martin, Chaos Kali and now, several through
Bellringer and who knows where else—for the
receivers don’t identify themselves. Every time one
of them identifies a speaker, for example, Gyeorgos
Ceres Hatonn and Anthonious (Tonious) Soltec, they
LIE. They can come on as any other label but they
do not have any right or authority to use those
specific labels. THIS WAS DONE TO PROTECT
THE PROJECT WE ARE DOING RIGHT NOW.
SPECTRUM, for instance, is literally thieving property
every time one of them uses one of these “dba”
registered names. That is OK with us for now; it
keeps our lawsuit against them alive and well.
Now, along those same lines, V.K. is shouting about
stuff in the CONTACT from November 1998. We split
up with Ed Young’s bunch who STOLE CONTACT
BECAUSE they usurped the paper. In November 1998
we were in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. WE WERE NOT
EVEN GETTING COPIES OF THE PAPER. So, it
would once again appear V.K. Durham has large “BY
POLOR” brain dysfunction (her words).
Let us share a bit of insanity from her stuff
supposedly going to the FBI, et al.: [QUOTING, unedited:]
Charleen. Based upon the MISSING AND
UNACCOUNTED FOR “VICTIMS” of the Ekkers
& Cort Christi’s operation which, based on the
January 12, and 14 1996 letters you sent to me,
lead to every indication of the old MURDER
INCORPORATED “Organized Crime Ring” in full
operation once again.
For this very reason of what could easily reach
into the 100’s of MISSING AND UNACCOUNTED
FOR PERSONS as VICTIMS of this aparent
MURDER INC. OPERATION to get control over
people’s properties and Corporations.. such as has
been done by “HATONN” aka Doris J. Ekker the lady
with “21 registered Alias’s”..
Hard copy went to the FBI, FicCen, OIEA, OMBD,
INTERPOL, SEC, FTC and “The People” this morning.
The reason for sending out to the people; THE PEOPLE
ARE GOING TO PUT PRESSURE ON ALL THE
BEFORE MENTIONED THROUGH CONTACTING
CONGRESSMEN, SENATORS, NEWS PAPERS ETC
REGARDING
THESE
“MISSING
AND
UNACCOUNTED FOR PERSONS WHO HAVE
FALLEN VICTIM TO THE “MURDER INC.
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OPERATION OF “HATONN” EKKER(S) AND “IRS
AUDITORS”.. We are also circulating the letters of
January 12 & 14 1996; which will be sent to the
Congressmen and Senators of each state by A VERY
ANGRY GROUP OF AMERICAN CITIZENS WHO
WANT TO KNOW “WHY” THIS HAS BEEN
ALLOWED TO HAPPEN; AND WHY THE U.S.
TREASURY HAS ALLOWED THIS TO GO ON
WITHOUT EVEN A “HINT” OF INQUIRY OR
INVESTIGATION. ON THE OTHER HAND,
PERHAPS IT IS THE SAME AS WHEN “HERRMAN
WAS KIDNAPPED AND TORTURED BY THOSE
TRYING TO MAKE HIM SIGN OFF ON BONUS
3391(sic)-181 October 28, 1993; “THE FBI; TOLD
HERRMAN-HERMAN; “MR HERMAN; IN
“YOUR” INSTANCE; WE DO NOT HAVE THE
MONEY TO INVESTIGATE OR PROSECUTE; WE
HAVE ALREADY SPENT OUR ALLOCATIONS
OPENING OUR OFFICES IN “MOSCOW.”
[I realize it is hard to get the full impact of these
quotations even though I try to get them exactly as
written, semicolons, extra periods, etc.]
[She goes on to say:] “Had the U.S. Secret Service
acted on the information handed in hand to them May
23, 2001; WE WOULD HAVE “TWO STANDING
WORLD TRADE CENTER TOWERS.” NO, THEY
HAD TO EMPLOY THAT DAMMED “CODE OF
SILENCE” AND PROTECT THIS BUNCH!”
[Ok, let’s try another intrigue:]
Let’s go back to MARCH 20, 2002 “Hatonn”
aka Doris J. Ekker an individual with “21 Alias’s”
comments about HERMAN RUSSELL as opposed
to RUSSELL HERMAN. For the last name to
become FIRST POSITION; Doris J. Ekker in all
probability has the “software” from CORT
CHRISTI’S “IRS AUDITOR” operation, and is
ACCESSING Russell’s Military and Social Security
Records, along with those “bank accounts’ which
I have never had the financial ability to go check
out, and a KEY to A SAFE DEPOSIT BOX IN
REGION V. which per Russell Herrman-Herman
was found in his brother’s “mouth” as his brother
DON lay dying in a hospital from injuries sustained
by being tied to the back of a car and drug down
the rail-road tracks in the Chicago REGION V
area. The KEY according to Russell, was THE
KEY TO A SAFE DEPOSIT BOX WHICH HELD
THE STOLEN “U.S. MINT GOLD PLATES USED
FOR PRINTING U.S. GOLD CERTIFICATES.”
Brother Don was also U.S. TREASURY. This
makes TWO “HERRMAN” BROTHERS both of
whom were U.S. TREASURY “murdered” by
ORGANIZED CRIME. This would account for
HATONN’S statements “Rick Martin visited Russell’s
brother which would be WALTER” in this instance.
They were getting more information on THE “U.S.
MINT ENGRAVING GOLD PLATES.”
Now for another entertaining bit of sea-froth:
Knowing what all I have personally been put through
by this RELIGIOUS SPACE CULT OF “HATONN”
Doris J. Ekker and her “21 alias’s”.. I shudder to even
“think” what happened to the MISSING AND
UNACCOUNTED FOR individuals which must be in the
hundreds as in 1995 the subscribing readers around the
world were estimated to be 20,000 some of whom were
in ISRAEL; IRAQ; IRAN; SAUDI ARABIA;
INDONESIA; MALAYSIA; S. AFRICA; THE
NETHERLANDS etc; Who were bilked out of hundreds

of thousands if not millions of GOLD DOLLARS by
this RELIGIOUS CULT SPACE SHIP CULT
“HATONN.” I say this because my own personal life
has been ONE DAMMED LIVING NIGHTMARE over
all of this. I also...” [and thus and so for two pages].
[Here is something else that needs to be made public:]
Through the years, I have noticed when
persons were having their names put in that
paper.. they DIED shortly after.. One such was
former ANDREAUS PAPANDREAUS who was
Russell’s friend, and the Minister of Finance of
Greece. HATONN then writes THEY HAD PUT
DOWN SEVERAL TRANSACTIONS IN
“GREECE”..in those documents which you were
kind enough to provide which were sent on to the
FBI.. by the local Sheriff’s Department..
Oh would that be so, readers, because after the
“20,000 subscribers”, which overstates by at least
18,700, we don’t really have to attend anything else.
BUT, too good to pass. The contact with such as the
Greek Papandreaus came DIRECTLY from V.K.
DURHAM along with a few other Greek contacts which
were in, no less, the Greek Mafia. In those days, what
name was mentioned more often than hers? Is she dead?
Hmmnn, we better leave that one alone.
“Put down several transactions?” C’mon, what
would be the basis for such a ridiculous “quote”. Is it
not strange that V.K. never makes quotes, just claims?
I am so embarrassed to have to admit that we were
literally SUPPORTING V.K. DURHAM and working
on HER PROJECTS and getting deeper in debt on
her behalf in 1994, 1995, 1996 and 1997. Her
demand for $5,000 to do her “Holding Trust”, along
with her demand for title to the very corporations
referred to in her next quote, was the END.
Additionally frightening; THEY HAVE
INCORPORATED U.S. FED. GOVT. CORPORATIONS
with CORT CHRISTI’S ASSISTANCE. This is
really CONCERNING. [END QUOTING]
We really doubt that anyone can read just
these inane quotes, let alone the whole diatribe,
without seeing through V.K. Durham. We do not
doubt that Charleen will soon recognize the
paranoia evinced by such irrational ramblings.
So, why don’t we do something to legally stop
V.K.? Why? She is entertaining at the least—hangs
herself at most. And as far as security of holdings—
WE HAVE! The more she rants and raves the
easier it is for us to show her for the parasite
she really is. Therefore, please, let her rip, snort
and bleat—she only digs her wallow deeper.
V.K. says to the FBI, et al. that she doesn’t even
recognize the man we call Russell Herman and she
claims to have known him since she was “15.5 years
old and am now 66”. Wow, did she forget that she
met him FIRST TIME headed down to some
swimming hole with her on her HARLEY and him
being a swabbie on his INDIAN (motorcycles).
We are forever astounded at this woman.
Well, we certainly have no notion about that
one she calls Herrman or other Herrmanns, etc.
Perhaps she got the wrong clone after all. We
certainly end up with the one with the credentials
and with instructions directly from him. It appears
she really didn’t “know” the man after all.
She can certainly make fun, ridicule, nasty or
whatever, and it changes nothing. WE HOLD THE
HERMAN ASSIGNMENT as well as Cosmos
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Seafood Energy Marketing, Ltd. along with his
instructions and wishes. V.K. may do whatever
she chooses with “hers”, whatever it might be. It
is certainly NOT our fault that they never married
to validate her fabrications. However, we enjoy
the fact that she herself has produced the
documents that prove they were never married.
CHANGE OF SUBJECT
There is an interesting article we will share called
the “Copper” Dead Sea Scroll. Hummnnn! Looks
like Egypt is “home” after all. Now note please, to
you feathered friends of the Phoenix gaggle, we are
in good talons with Allhands. It certainly is
recognized that if you do it God’s way instead of “By
God, my way!”, it works out well. We are now
making great strides and getting some incredible HELP.
It has taken TIME—and time we simply don’t
ever think we have enough to wait for proper
unfolding. God doesn’t ask our opinion on that
matter, however; HE PUTS IT TO CORRECT
AND WE CAN WEEP OR LAUGH BUT SO BE IT.
What about the Middle East blowing up? We are
not even allowed to express an opinion, politically or
otherwise. We can observe and report the opinions
of others because we are of the press.
TODAY we are great grandparents and the hurt is
there to be so far away from family. But the
KNOWING is also here to realize that we are going to
make a difference for ALL THE CHILDREN—one of
these days. And yes, YOU have made this possible and
we are truly grateful and yes, indebted. We don’t mind
being indebted, friends, because we see the way and it
is great in both abundance and realization.
We also hope you will understand that it is time to
be silent, lest we give the adversary another advantage.
While we have to attend these other matters in this
business loop, we are grateful for the outstanding
dedication to the paper of all you ones back home who
support us financially and keep us informed.
Our hearts are heavy when we see U.S. tanks in
Bethlehem, yet—at the very Church of the Nativity.
Now, as to Aton, Hatonn, etc., V.K. might
leave Charleen confused—but WE ARE NOT, AND
WE ARE INCREDIBLY HONORED TO BE
AMONG HIS FRIENDS.
Things are coming forth, just like HE said
they would and that clarity would come forth
when time would be appropriate.
I didn’t make up some tale about “Hatonn” to
entertain some Lt. Commander Al Martin, as a for
instance. The man was horrified to even find the
NAME used on his phone line—it is that touchy a
personage. Who are WE to be lesser impressed?
But back to names for various energy forms and
leaders? I don’t have to make arguments for or
against but something is right now making headlines
and you might wish to pay attention. Please
remember that Hatonn has also given us “Aten” and
Hatenn as alternate accepted spelling with the “H”
being a “sound” as if silent as well as is the final “n”.
Therefore, when pronounced it comes out
sounding like “Aton” or “Aten”.
PLEASE, MARK, A LITTLE DRUM ROLL
PLEASE. WELL, PERHAPS JUST A BIG
HEADLINE SO PEOPLE DON’T MISS THIS.
THANK YOU. [QUOTING:]
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MYSTERY OF ‘COPPER’
DEAD SEA SCROLL UNRAVELS
By Claudia Joseph,
THE INDEPENDENT—London, 4/1/02
It is a mystery that has baffled religious
scholars for 50 years. Now the secret of the
Copper Scroll, one of the Dead Sea Scrolls, may
finally be unraveled. Robert Feather, a member of
the Institute of Metallurgists, will claim in a
television documentary tonight that he has cracked
the secret code of the Copper Scroll.
Mr. Feather rejects current thinking that the copper
document was written by the Essenes monastic sect
2,000 years ago. A member of the Jewish Historical
Society, and the Egypt Exploration Society, Mr. Feather
believes the engraved scroll, which lists treasures buried
in the Holy Land, is written in Egyptian not in Hebrew.
He suggests it can be traced back to the
monotheistic court of THE EGYPTIAN PHARAOH
AKHENATEN and Queen Nefertiti in Amarna 600 miles
south of the Dead Sea and halfway down the Nile
between Cairo and Luxor. He is lobbying the
Egyptian antiquities department for permission to
excavate the site. The location of the treasures
themselves has baffled scholars. Mr. Feather makes
a convincing argument for his theories in tonight’s
BBC2 programme, The Pharaoh’s Holy Treasure, but his
claims are hotly contested by other academics.
“If the numbering system is Egyptian and the
weights system makes sense using Egyptian weights,
then why not look to Egypt? It’s the logical thing to do.
Virtually every major character in the Old Testament
spent huge amounts of time in Egypt—born there, lived
there, or was influenced by Egypt. It’s an undeniable
fact of the Jewish religion that Egypt was a powerful
force throughout its early history,” said Mr. Feather.
The Copper Scroll was discovered, in March 1952,
by a team of Jordanian and French archaeologists.
It was broken into two chunks and hidden in a
cave in Qumran, Israel. Later, scientists, finding
it too brittle to unroll, sliced it into 23 segments.
The scroll was 30cm wide and, in total, 2.5m long.
Historians deduced that the text, engraved down 12
columns and listing 64 caches of treasure from gold
bars to silver ingots, was written in Hebrew, but they
were mystified by the figures of 25 tonnes of gold and
65 tonnes of silver more than the entire amount
mined worldwide at the time of the engraving.
Mr. Feather, who is married with two children
and lives in north London, believes he has found
new clues in the text. One is the inverted “u” for
the number 10, which indicates that the engraving
was Egyptian and that the measure was the 10.2
gm Egyptian kite rather than the 35kgm Hebrew
kikha, making the total treasure a much more
credible 7.5kg of gold and 19.2kg of silver.
He has also discovered that the 14 Greek
letters spell the name Akhenaten the Pharaoh, who
was crowned Ahmenotep the fourth but changed
his name to mean “servant of the sun disc” after
decreeing there was only one God Aten.
“The back of my neck was tingling. It was
just one of those moments of incredible excitement
because no one had ever before cracked this Greek
cryptic puzzle,” said Mr. Feather, who backs his

theory by interpreting the scroll’s words “Great
River” not as the River Jordan but as the River
Nile. He has also weighed the gold bars found at
the part of the archaeological site known as Crock
of Gold Square, and the treasures discovered in
Queen Nefertiti’s tomb, and believes they match
the spoils identified in the Copper Scroll.
[END OF QUOTING]
Yes indeed, we have come into “interesting” times.
When the machines of war with cannons firing at the
very birthplace of one called the Prince of Peace—are
we seeing the antichrist? Truth serves us in the very
light of its own radiance. God grant us strength to
stand strong in HIS great adventure.—E-E
4/9/02—#1 (15-236)
RE: GOT PROBLEMS HERE WHICH MAY TAKE
SEVERAL DAYS TO “HEAL”. OTHER THINGS CAN
GO AHEAD ON THEIR OWN BUT SINCE IT IS
E.J.’S EYES, THAT IS A REAL SHUTDOWN
ON THE BUSINESS FRONT: GOOD.
THINGS ARE MOVING SLOWLY BUT IT
SEEMS, SURELY, IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION
PER THE PEOPLE INVOLVED YESTERDAY.
ON THE V.K. FRONT: Please, let us just make
sure the Faxes all go to the proper persons and
most especially the last ones to Rays, for it does
involve J. Jones in a most incredible way.
To Mark: Do whatever you want about putting to
press BUT I THINK IT IS A WASTE OF SPACE,
TIME AND ENERGY—EXCEPT TO ALLOW OTHERS
SUCH AS “JACK JONES” TO RESPOND IF HE
CHOOSES TO DO SO—OR RAYS, BUT, DORIS IS
THE ONLY ONE ADDRESSED SO DORIS CHOOSES
TO SIT ON IT. V.K. CAN’T EVEN GET THE
“DORIS JONES ELOISE” RIGHT. Eloise is obviously
my “middle” name. What a load of stupidity! I have
no objection to any of the publicity, so decide for self.
I guess it is a shame to not share but the contents
are beyond all reason or logic. [MM: More insane
V.K. faxes—No way! Her psychotic episodes are
best analyzed by those in white coats!]
ELLEN: Thank you for the notation about
“Safley” as referenced to Margie’s daughter-in-law
(I guess “Charleen”). In stuff sent through other
receiving parties BOTH have been used by V.K.
It certainly does NOT matter to us.
Mostly, we can’t even figure out WHO V.K. is
talking about in such as “John Paul Jones”, etc. I know
now that is “Jack Jones” but V.K. can’t ever do even
a name twice the same way. Then E.J. makes an
effort to correct my errors and WOW! If an “h” is
the worst we do I guess that is a major miracle.
I DO know this much, according to Margie’s own
letters, that she did whatever she did and was especially
generous with Rex to, she apparently thought, protect
her wishes. We certainly have no intention of tampering
in corporations. I believe the assumption had to have
been that not only the assets but the corporations would
have simply moved to David Safley but we have no way
of longer knowing that and with V.K. into it—I DON’T
EVEN WANT TO KNOW ABOUT IT.
… V.K. has NO AUDIENCE and continues this
BS to simply get her name used where she can be
noticed as the fool of the decade. I “delete” her
from my need-to-attend list today.
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No, I do not refer to a silver or lead bullet—
but yesterday just about brought concern and
terror to the “in your face” here.
E.J. has been having flare-ups of the “shingles” he
had winter before last that about did him in with the
most miserable few months of his entire life.
Even a few blisters have presented off and on since
then and they fit the pattern for the description of
“shingles” which can, for goodness sakes, keep flaring
up for up to ten years. And, obviously do.
So, lately one area after another has presented with
first a slight itching and then a small focus point which
then spreads. If on a thumb, for instance, the whole
hand will within 12 to 24 hours swell to its limits. The
pain is, this time, minimal, but the itching is annoying
with little to do to help. The thighs are worse in that
it starts about the hip area and then swells as in a major
insect bite—to the knees at least. Then there are the
ankle and the toes and on around the body in one place
after another but usually allowing one area to be on the
mend as another pops up somewhere.
Yesterday about noon was the one which gives
us cause to stop the nonsense with V.K. and get on
with my being able to learn how to at least run the
e-mail equipment, FAX, etc. We really got a scare
which is very little lessened today.
A lump rose at the nose corner of the eyebrow area
of E.J.’s left eye. It appeared much like a simple
“lump” as in a bump of some kind but quite noticeable
in delineation. Then by the time he went to meetings for
a couple or more hours, when he came back to the room
his eye was almost shut from the swelling. It was and is
bruised like he had really had a blow of some kind.
Vision was ok, it seemed, except for the swelling around
the eye starting to close the eye itself. By midnight the
eye was useless, blisters above on the upper lid and
under the eye while completely sealing the eye shut.
It was only the left side but that is very scary
enough. Why this works this particular way is
interesting as it seems to hit one side at a time according
to the nervous system. If it had been in both eyes he
would have been have been totally blind.
Fortunately, he started polticing it with a mixture of
Titanium and the other things we have like OxySol and
diluted in Gaiandriana. The eye responded and after an
hour or so he could squint out a bit and now after
several hours, he can peep out but it looks and is totally
miserable. All I can remember and so would our kids
was once when a bee stung him between the eyes on the
brow and he looked like Mike Tyson after a very miserable
fight. This does not, fortunately, give him shock—YET.
I tell you this because it is serious enough to let you
know that if we are out of touch for a period of time—
we can’t do much about it. I can still dial the phone.
Can we handle it? Yes—no choice. The doctors
don’t have anything to help AT ALL and they just wring
their hands and prescribe something that doesn’t work
anyway. If it doesn’t hit his actual vision as damage to
the eyes we are grateful. This can also present in the ears
and my gosh that would be devastating for he already
can’t hear. The swelling alone brings discomfort and the
process of the disease itself is a real “downer” sickwise.
We will have to go across the street and see if we
can find one of those medical eye covers if he has to
present in public meetings. It seems, however, that most
came yesterday and the other planned meetings which
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concern us are later in the week and most are “without” us.
I think you can understand here why I can’t care
one minute about V.K. Durham and her fantasia play.
She even has me having some kind of a “love” thing
with Herman Russell who she says is nothing like we
present him anyway and he never signed anything
anyway—it is all hers and was all hers and thus and so.
We have covered the corporation bases and
LEGALLY. I don’t know what she is doing other than
having a total mental separation from reality.
E.J. hasn’t even read the V.K. garbage and
since it is all addressed to me—no rush. She does
say that E.J. and “Don” worked at a high level in
BCCI. Crackpot is too nice a term for her.
At her most active it appears she only had about 25
people on her FAX list and depended on us even then
to publish her trash. Oh, embarrassment is ours.
We do ask Ron to get the clerk’s records up to
current ASAP and then let her stew in her own hot kettle.
She says she did sign Russell’s name to the “Marriage
License” because somehow “your people broke his hand
when you abducted him and tortured him...”
Then she discounts all the need for any Powers
of Attorney because she had signed everything
“anyway”—all of it—and indicates that nothing
remains of records EXCEPT for signed papers.
Wow, that is going to be a real problem for her as to the
probability of destroying corporate records and assets.
Anything, however, that is signed while she showed
as an officer is quite valid. She had nothing of
ownership or holding with CSEML but she did sign the
officers list with herself as all officers, Carol Morgan as
a Director and John Ray as a Director. So, corporately,
those documents are OK except that she has botched
the form which she says registers her holding of Bonus
in CSEML while she also says it is in holding in her
“Holding Trust”. We have copies of those documents
directly from the Nevada Secretary of State so rest
comfortably, friends. They are meaningless.
We also wonder if Charleen Safley knows that she
somehow sent V.K. copies of HUNDREDS of
documents? Do I believe it? No, but it certainly does
not make me want to spend much time in behalf of
Charleen for everything seems to have come from
Margie’s personal records of which I can’t for the life
of me understand why they would be at Margie’s
anyway. No big deal but V.K. is lumping all that
somehow into Federal FDA warrants and indictments—
even inclusive of Cort Christie. Does Satan flop
around on his way down or what?
To John and Jean Ray: Thank you.
To Teri: Yes indeed we will find a way. Not
today—but we WILL find a way. We HAVE TO HAVE
something to help us people at a very “personal” level.
We do the water and E.J.’s blood pressure is holding
steady as a rock right through all this assault on him
from this viral attack. Water seems to be the only
thing that calms the “ulcer-type” pain coming along
with this. This too shall pass!
Love and appreciation to each and all of you
and we’ll be up and running full-speed, God
willing, in a few days.—Doris
P.S.: Closed this an hour ago but the good news is
that E.J. can squint out and see from the left eye—a bit.
Bad news is that he has just produced a duplicate nodule
on the RIGHT eye ready to run the same “track”.
I guess we just chalk it up to Manila Malfunctions,
pray hard and do what we can.
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All Have A Place In
God’s Master Plan
Discovering one’s role in the Divine Plan brings true peace and happiness.
(PART 9)
CRUCIFIXION OF THE PHOENIX
BY GYEORGOS CERES HATONN
“dharma”
PHOENIX JOURNAL #12 (1990)
CHAPTER 20
REC #1 HATONN
THU., FEB. 1, 1990

8:15 A.M. YEAR 3, DAY 169

ORIGIN OF THE CASTE SYSTEM
What exactly is the caste system? What is its origin
and what was its TRUE function in society? In the
Bhagavad Gita, the Lord as Krishna explains:
“I classed men into four castes and assigned
different functions to them in accordance with their
different temperaments and past actions. The works
assigned to priests, warriors, farmers and merchants,
and laborers are graded in accordance with the
qualities born of their inner nature.
“Serenity, self-mastery, purity, spirituality,
forbearance, wisdom, askesis and ingeniousness—all
these are known as the priest’s natural attributes.
“Heroism, prowess, steadiness, skillfulness, largeheartedness, in-battle dauntlessness, administrative
ability—all these are a warrior’s natural attributes.
“Trade, commerce, agriculture and tending
cattle are a farmer’s or merchant’s natural
attributes, even as serving men through work is a
Sudra’s (laborer’s) duty.”
What he tried to outline was a recognition of the
different natural talents and abilities of each individual.
In “trying” you can always expect failure more often
than you can expect success from your efforts.
That is why we use the term “efforting” most
often instead of “trying”. “Trying” indicates the
intent of probable failure. “Efforting” indicates
“working toward producing”. As you might guess,
man took the above classifications and distorted them.
The original delineation simply meant that (especially at
a time of unequal opportunities) man would probably
grow into a given talent or service because of
circumstance—and his placement was equally suitable
and praiseworthy in the eyes of God. It originated
simply as categorization of four types of work.
Sri Aurobindo, a Master Yogi, explains that:
“There are thus four kinds of works, the work of
religious ministration, letters, learning and knowledge; the
work of government, politics, administration and war;
the work of production, wealth-making and exchange;
the work of hired labour and service. An endeavor was
made to found and establish the whole arrangement of
society on the partition of these four functions among
four clearly marked classes. The system was not
peculiar to India, but was with certain differences the

dominating feature of a stage of social evolution in other
ancient or mediaeval societies. The four functions are
still inherent in the life of all normal communities, but the
clear divisions no longer exist anywhere.”
From the view up here—the line of separation may
not be as clearly indicated as it once was but in some
areas of experience the lines are more offensively drawn
and warriors stand posted to see that those ones
considered “lower” are not allowed to pass. The
separation in the original was not one of hierarchy
but only classification of “type”. Just as in this
little group, one receives, others format, another
publishes and yet another prints while even yet
another distributes—none stands alone and yet each
“job” differs. One can be no more important than
another. Perhaps one could consider Dharma’s to be
the most important, for without her the word would
not flow—but, without distribution it would stop at
the keyboard. I hope I clarify myself.
Today one can’t help but notice that there are still
basically four types of works in the world that loosely
parallel those outlined. It is following one’s own nature
(and that is the trick—your own, not another’s
definition) and developing one’s innate talents that true
happiness in one’s work is usually found. Not all have
the gift of drawing; not all have a “green thumb” for
growing things; nor do you all have computer brains for
numbers and science; nor do you all feel drawn to
studying philosophy or religions. But everyone is
blessed with certain talents, and it behooves each one
of you to discover what are your natural attributes and to
nurture them, help them to grow and flourish. For you
all have a place in God’s Master Plan—and it is in
discovering your place or role in the Divine Plan that
true peace, harmony and happiness can be found.
What has happened, however, is that some of the
groups of self-proclaimed “Elite” have turned to
classifying ones as being “above” another and enforces
that those “they” consider to be “below in rank” remain
unfulfilled to the extent that “the considered-lower” quit,
for the most part, efforting at moving across those
erroneous barriers. But, in writing their own lines of
demarcation they have accomplished something else
much worse—CORRUPTION WITHIN THE GROUPS
OF ISOLATION WHICH ULTIMATELY CAUSES
THOSE SEPARATED AWAY TO FINALLY TIRE OF
WALLOWING IN THE “SLOP” “THEY” “ALLOW”
YOU TO BE “GIVEN”. There, thank thy Creator, shall
always be some who will not sit quietly and be murdered
in emotion, soul and consciousness and will move on in
behalf of “freedom” at all costs to self. But loud,
raucous and criminal behavior only causes set-back.
Change can only be brought forth through enlightenment
of the masses—such as we effort at doing here.
It does require that you, who are pushing for truth,
utilize those things (loopholes) written into your “Caesar’s
Laws” for the Elite, to play the game more cleverly than
they who persecute you through habit of power.
You in the U.S., for instance, are now slaves to
man-written “statutes”—and your Constitutional Laws
are all but forgotten and you don’t even realize it. How
many of you have a copy of your Constitution and Bill
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of Rights in your home, much less on your coffee table
for ready reference—and do you know what to do with
it when you refer to it? Well, we are going to write a
lot about your Constitution in a separate Journal and we
are going to begin with the mandatory filing of Income
Tax forms which is illegal except for Washington D.C.
and U.S. protectorates. Oh yes, I know, “they” can
over-ride the Constitution and do so at every turn of the
road—BUT WHO WILL BRING BACK YOUR
CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS IF NOT YOU? Almost
everyone in your prisons are in there by “unlawful”
prosecution. Keep in mind that anything the U.S.
legislative democracy does is “legal” because they have
written their own laws—but it is not “lawful” within the
Constitution. We shall talk about it at great lengths later
but Dharma is working so many hours a day that we
simply cannot cover it all instantly. We will effort at
getting to that subject, however, before the ending of
February [1990!] that you might have time to consider
what you will do at income tax form filing.
JMMANUEL’S (ISSA, JESUS) PARABLE
Lord “Jesus” explains this idea with the parable of
the talents where He compares talents to money. In the
parable, the master calls three servants and gives each
a number of talents or sums of money according to
their individual abilities. The ones receiving five and
two talents respectively quickly double their number
through hard work and ingenuity. But the one
receiving only a single talent does nothing; he does
not even try to use it or expand it in any way.
When the master returns, he is greatly pleased
with the first two servants who have wisely used
their talents and increased their size and value.
“Well done, good and faithful servants”, says the
master. “You have been faithful servants, you
have been faithful over a little, I will set you over
much; enter into the joy of your master”.
But to the servant who did not even try to be a
good steward, who refused to even use the talent given
him, the master said angrily, “You wicked and slothful
servant!… You ought to have invested my money
with the bankers, and at my coming I should have
received what was my own with interest”.
He took away the servant’s single talent and gave it
to him who had the most talents, for he had used what
God had given him wisely, saying, “The man who uses
well what he is given shall be given more, and he
shall have abundance. But from the man who is
unfaithful, even what little responsibility he
has shall be taken from him. And throw the
useless servants out into outer darkness….”

if it is not done well—than the one well done when ’tis
another person’s duty, but not your own. You incur no
sin when you do your duty that suits your temperament.
“None must disown a work hailed by his
nature, even when ’tis defective. For all work is
dogged by defects even as fire by smoke.”
Now, interestingly enough, it is actually in going
against one’s natural inclinations that one incurs “sin”
(errors). Why? For two reasons: The first one being
that God put all of you there for a purpose, that purpose
being to serve Him in the way that He has ordained.
Thus, when one follows one’s nature and develops one’s
innate attributes and God-given talents, with total
integrity and honesty, no matter what the field, one is
fulfilling his or her purpose, playing his or her role in
God’s Great Cosmic Play. It is always man who comes
along and redefines the meanings of the words. It is
obvious that the politicians publicly pronounce (while
they are running for office) that they are your servants
and only wish to serve and give you-the-people all the
wondrous gifts. They know, and you know, they
consider themselves “masters” and will give you naught;
whereby you laugh at their antics and go to sleep
in their speeches—and yet, those same ones move
right on into the legislatures and make their “legal”,
“unlawful” laws which enslave you-the-people.
“All the world’s a stage, and we are but
players on that stage.” Not everyone can be the
leading man or lady, but the play can not go on without
the stage hands, the lighting crews, the costume-makers,
and the ticket-takers! All are equally essential and
important to the overall production.
In India, the castes are said to correspond to various
parts of the body of the Lord depending on their
functions. The priests and holy people are said to
correspond with the Lord’s head as learning, speaking
and teaching are their main function; the warriors and
politicians are said to be from the Lord’s arms and
hands as they are His instruments of direction and
protection; the shepherds and farmers are from the
Lord’s belly area as their works usually involve
foodstuffs, etc., and the laborers are from the Lord’s
feet as it is upon their labor that the rest of society
stands. The idea is that all members of society,
regardless of their function and work, are from
the Lord and are part of the Lord; therefore, they
are all essentially equal—as how can one part of
God be superior to another part of God?
Well, one part can’t be more important or superior—
BUT MAN COMES ALONG AND REDEFINES THE
TERMS AND SELF-PROCLAIMS ONE TO BE
SUPERIOR TO ANOTHER AND THUS YOU HAVE
THE TOTALLY INSIPID AND BANAL REWRITING
OF THE LAWS OF GOD AND THE CREATION.

LORD KRISHNA
From the BHAGAVAD GITA:
“Everyone acts impelled by his own nature:
Even the illuminate is no exception. How then can
inhibition avail in life? …
“’Tis wiser to follow a line of evolution
consonant with one’s nature even when ’tis
imperfect than to tread to perfection a path alien
to one’s native temperament...
“A man attains salvation when he cleaves to his
own vocation. Let me explain to you how he achieves
this when he does his duty. The One who pervades the
universe and is the origin of the compulsive urge to
action—when Him men worship with their works,
assigned by Him as their duty, they attain perfection.
“Better is an action prompted by your nature—even

AND LET US HEAR FROM SAUL (PAUL):
HE DID THE BEST HE COULD, JOHN!
“Now God gives us many kinds of special abilities,
but it is the same Holy Spirit who is the source of them
all. There are different kinds of service to God, but it
is the same Lord we are serving. There are many ways
in which God works in our lives, but it is the same God
who does the work in and through all of us…
“The Holy Spirit displays God’s power through
each of us as a means of helping the entire church....
It is the same and only Holy Spirit who gives all these
gifts and powers, deciding which each one of us
should have.... Each of us is a part of the one body
of Christ.... The Holy Spirit has fitted us all together
into one body.... This makes for happiness among
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the parts, so that the parts have the same care for
each other that they do for themselves. If one
part suffers, all the parts suffer with it, and if one
part is honored, all the parts are glad....
“All of you together are the one body of Christ and
each one of you is a separate and necessary part of it.”
Now, I ask you—when your “preacher” gets to the
pulpit and reads the above, does he treat you as an
equal? Or does he, for example with these JOURNALS,
tell you not to partake of them, for they are of the
Devil? Do you move like lambs to the slaughter in his
“definitions” and “directions”—or do you stand like the
“equal” man or woman that you are and proclaim that
you shall read and decide for yourself! Do you not see
how evil corrupts even the houses of God (especially the
houses of God)—for it is the ultimate “perception”
and “discernment” of one who has self-appointed
himself as your warden? You see, in truth, he would
urge you to surround yourself with God-Light and
read of these things and if they are wrong, you will
discern it and return to that which you feel is correct.
YOU ONES REFUSE TO TAKE RESPONSIBILITY
FOR SELF—YOU EVEN GIVE YOUR VERY
SOULS INTO THE HANDS AND CONTROL OF
ANOTHER WHOM YOU KNOW NOT. SO BE IT.
I hope you find it interesting that both the
Christians and Hindus use the same illustration of the
body of the One Lord to explain this idea of equality.
In essence, what St. Paul and the Hindu scriptures
are saying is that all human beings are equal in God’s
eyes, as every human being is a part of the One God.
Therefore, no caste, class, race, sex, religion,
nationality, creed, culture and on and on, can be
viewed as superior or inferior to another—for how
can one part of God be superior/inferior to another
part of God? For, have ye not all the One Creator?
EQUALITY OF ALL MANKIND
The caste system, then, was meant as a logical
division of labours based on one’s natural attributes.
However, the castes were not meant to be in watertight
compartments. For example, if an individual were born
into a farmer’s household and yet his/her natural abilities
and propensities lay in another area, such as politics
or religion, he/she should have the right to freely
follow his or her nature and do the work that suits
his or her temperament. To deny a person this free
mobility would be interfering with God’s plan for that
individual. I suppose you might agree with me that
the Plan of God is most often violated?
One of the main lessons that people who have had
near-death experiences say they learned on “the other
side” was that it was not only wrong to kill one’s
self, as that would be like throwing God’s gift of life
back in His face—but that it was also wrong to kill
anyone else, as that would be interfering with
God’s plan and purpose for that person. In the
same way, to deny someone the right to follow
his/her nature and pursue the type of work that
God has ordained for him/her is to, again, interfere
with His plan and purpose for that individual.
Let us look again at the Legend of St. Issa.
Issa (or Jesus) was adamant about the equality
and equal opportunity of all to perceive God and
achieve union with Him:
“He declaimed strongly against man’s arrogating
himself the authority to deprive his fellow-beings of
their human and spiritual rights. ‘Verily,’ He said,
‘God has made no difference between His children,
who are all alike dear to Him…
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“One law has been given to man to guide him in his
actions: Fear [revere, respect, honor] the Lord, thy God;
bend thy knees only [only before Him] and bring to Him
only [to HIM only] the offerings which come from thy
earnings... be humble and humiliate not your fellow-man.
Help the poor, support the weak, do evil to none, covet
not that which ye have not and which belongs to
others... He who has recovered his primitive purity
shall die with his transgressions forgiven and have the
right to contemplate the majesty of God.”
Oh, would it be I could get you to reread the above
at least three times—REALLY read it, before moving on.
ONENESS OF THE HUMAN FAMILY
The one you call Jesus said:
“My Father-God, who was and is and
evermore shall be… Who in the boundlessness of
love has made all men to equal be. The White, the
Black, the Yellow, and the Red can look up in thy
face and say, Our Father-God…
“The Holy One has said that all His children
shall be free; and every soul is a child of God.
The sudras shall be as free as priests; the farmers
shall walk hand-in-hand with kings, for all the
world will own the brotherhood of man.
“O men, arise! Be conscious of your powers, for
he who will—need not remain a slave. Just live as you
would have your brother live; unfold each day as does
the flower; for Earth is yours, and heaven is yours, and
God will bring you to your own.”
Oh, you don’t remember that part? Try the
Aquarian Gospel of Jesus the Christ! [MM: by
Levi H. Dowling; ISBN: 0932813410] It is quite
filled with wondrous insight.
GOD AND WOMEN
Interestingly enough, many of “Jesus’” disciples
and followers in Israel or Palestine were women.
Yes, you understood them to all be men? Well what
does “disciple” mean? It means admirer, buff,
devotee, enthusiast, fan, follower, groupie, apprentice,
beginner, freshman, intern, neophyte, newcomer,
novice, novitiate, pupil, chela, recruit, rookie, student,
tenderfoot, trainee, believer, convert, follower,
zealot—how many do you wish?
Man again set his own rules and laws. The women
were considered to be “unworthy” by the orthodox
Jewish priests to enter into the Inner Temple of the
synagogues. Women were viewed as existing solely for
the service of men and were definitely second-class
citizens, if now even lower in class unto third or fourth.
Jesus decried this inequality and the double standard
of justice meted out to women, as in the case of the
adulteress: “He among you who is without sin, let
him cast the first stone.” It would be logical that
some of the men in the crowd had even bedded with
the woman if indeed she was an adulteress.
Jesus made no distinction between men and women
when it came to His followers, and it is perhaps for this
reason that Jesus showed Himself first to a woman—Mary
Magdalene—upon His coming into his higher being of light.
Better quoted:
“… an old woman who had approached the
group, to better hear Issa, was pushed aside by a
man, who placed himself before her.
“Then said Issa: ‘It is not good for a son to
push away his mother, that he may occupy the
place which belongs to her. Who so doth—not
respect his mother, the most sacred being after his

God—is unworthy of the name of son.
“‘Hearken to what I say to you: Respect woman;
for in her we see the mother of the universe, and all the
truth of Divine Creation is to come through her.
“‘She is the fount of everything good and
beautiful, as she is also the germ of life and death.
Upon her man depends in all his existence, for she
is his moral and natural support in his labors.
“‘In pain and suffering, she brings you forth;
in the sweat of her brow she watches over your
growth, and until her death you cause her great
anxieties. Bless her and adore her, for she is your
only friend and support on Earth.
“‘Respect her; defend her. In so doing you will gain
for yourself her love; you will find favor before God,
and for her sake many sins will be remitted to you.
“‘Love your wives and respect them, for they
will be the mothers of tomorrow and later the
grandmothers of a whole nation.
“‘Be submissive to the wife; her love ennobles
man, softens his hardened heart, tames the wild
beast in him and changes it to a lamb.
“‘Wife and mother are the priceless treasures
which God has given to you. They are the most
beautiful ornaments of the universe—and from
them will be born all who will inhabit the world.
“‘Even as the Lord of Hosts separated the light
from the darkness—and the dry land from the waters—
so does woman possess the divine gift calling forth out
of man’s evil nature all the good that is in him.
“‘Therefore I say to you, after God, to woman
must belong your best thoughts, for she is the
divine temple where you will most easily obtain
perfect happiness.
“‘Draw from this temple your moral force. There
you will forget your sorrows and your failures, and
recover the love necessary to aid your fellow man.
“‘Suffer her not to be humiliated, for by humiliating
her you humiliate yourselves, and lose the sentiment of
love, without which nothing can exist here on Earth.
“‘Protect your wife, that she may protect you—you
and all your household. All that you do for your
mothers, your wives, for a widow, or for any other
woman in distress, you will do for your God.’”
This does not mean that woman, then, goes forth
and battles against man to put him beneath her and
proclaim herself above him. In this day the balance has
been tilted by the thrusting and “fighting” for equality of
the sexes as to become absurd in the other direction.
The balance is the respect and love of one sex for
another in equality according to the abilities and
responsibilities involved. THE BALANCE SHALL
NEVER BE THROUGH LEGISLATION—FOR MAN
CANNOT LEGISLATE MORALITY! IT WILL COME
THROUGH THE EQUAL MEETING TOGETHER OF
MEN
AND
WOMEN
IN
SPIRITUAL
UNDERSTANDING. IT HAS NAUGHT TO DO WITH
“JOB” OR “STATUS” AS DEFINED BY SOCIETY.
Clearly, the Master Teacher did not view women
as inferior to men. On the contrary, He stressed that
it was the feminine aspects of love and compassion
that men themselves must cultivate if they are to
realize the highest spiritual truths.
Even your current “scientists” are recognizing the
need to place greater emphasis on stimulating the right
hemisphere of the brain, which is considered to be the
portion that is associated with what you have
“traditionally” considered feminine qualities—love and
nurturance, cooperation and compassion, patience and
tolerance, intuition and creativity. However, as you
MARCH and demand and push and shove, you women
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acquire the very traditional attributes accorded “to men”.
Yet if you see your own feminine reflection in a male,
you denounce him as being a “wimp”.
Likewise you go further and make a big to-do
about the left hemisphere of the brain to be the
analytical side that controls logic, reason and qualities
that have been “traditionally” associated with men.
NOW WHO DO YOU SUPPOSE SET UP THESE
GUIDELINES? DO YOU SUPPOSE IT WAS YOUR
LOCAL DELEGATION OF WOMEN?
Rise above this ridiculous separation of gender;
cast aside this foolish perception of division. You are
forcing a major segment of your society into
proclaiming homosexuality wherein in actuality, the
sexes simply are thrust apart and are no longer in
comfort one with the other and has actually no
relationship to homosexuality in the least—it becomes
a behavior pattern and a deadly one at that. You are
developing a segment of female that is more violent,
more addicted to self-greed, and less nurturing than
in all times since creation of your placement.
It is right that women take a stand for equality of
respect and in services rendered—but ones must always
use wisdom and caution that in the righting into balance
the scales are not tipped off-balance to the point of great
destruction and past the ability of righting. The
perception is that the Mother Earth is coming into her
time of feminine projection—can you ones not accept
that it cannot be one or the other and maintain balance?
Women are beginning to call for a new vision of
your future, politically, economically, and spiritually: a
vision of mutual cooperation, not competition; of trust
and love, not suspicion and hate. Examples can be
seen worldwide as women become more visible and
begin to gain a new sense of awareness and
confidence in themselves and in their ability to
perform the various roles assigned to them in God’s
Cosmic Play: as wives and mothers, scientists and
teachers, social activists and politicians, and above all,
as spiritual leaders calling for Peace in the world.
But let us consider what else has happened by
not correctly analyzing the problem.
You have continued to misuse the tools of
procreation and turned it into some type of “right”—
for fun and games. Therefore, being that women
bear the children and men tend the woman and child
during pregnancy and childbirth, at least originally in
traditional manner, it has become chaos.
The children who are birthed are tossed to childtenders who basically keep the child alive. The mothers
move off into the workplace and men feel rejected; to
feel unrejected they hop into bed and prove their
manhood, thus causing either stringent birth control or
unwanted children or abortion. The cycle grows larger
and larger and now you have a planet overpopulated by
some 5½ billion people and total unbalance between
your sexes. You make your marriages and build in
contracts to cover the divorces—and the children are
caught in the middle of total nightmare existence of
insecurity and rejection. Adults of both sexes are so
miserably unhappy that escape is sought in more loose
morality and substance abuse to simply make it from one
day unto the next. You do not look at what the problem
really is: You move on in the wave of chaos while
asking “why doesn’t the government do something, put
in more money, use more police, make some more
laws” and on and on, without once regaining balance and
morality along with responsibility for actions, to solve the
problem. You simply remain blinded by the false
perception of the problem.
YOU CANNOT
LEGISLATE THESE THINGS INTO SOLUTION.
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YOUR MOTHER IS COMING, ALSO
Indeed, it is no coincidence that women desire
to be considered equally and speak up more
readily for their “rights”. It is unfortunate that it
must be thus. The feminine form of God is
returning just as is the masculine form.
The American Indians are awaiting the return of
both, the feminine form in the form of whom they
reverently label White Buffalo Cow Woman. According
to the Indian tradition, this feminine form of God
incarnated ages ago and brought the Word of Truth, as
well as the Sacred Pipe—The Peace Pipe—to the Indian
people. She promised that She would return at the end
of this Age to help usher in the New World of Peace.
In an effort to show you ones that in truth there is
balance and harmony, the Christed energy was sent forth
to be born of woman that you might see that there would
not have been one without the other. But most of you
missed the point. The very Earth itself is called Mother,
or Grandmother. From the substance of Earth you are
created—birthed by the Creator. Therefore, you must
have Father/Mother God—Mother Creation/Father Creator.
There have been many signs brought unto you in
your last decades to help you see the principle but most
forget or get lost in the controversy of the churches,
whether to ordain or deny the truth of the signs.
The stars in the heavens are verifying the
fulfillment of the prophecies, that the feminine
aspect of God is also to make Her appearance on
Earth and Her influence felt throughout the world.
I do not like to use astrologic signs for description—
for the term, again, has been distorted into the act of
“fortune-telling”, but the facts remain that the stars do
give signs for which you must watch. For one great
point is that often that which you visualize is not what
“you perceive or define as stars or planets”. Millions
of your stars and planets are naught more than
spaceships—bigger in size than is your little Earth.
They can be rotated and replaced and moved about your
heavens at will, without disrupting the magnetic balance
of the orbiting solar system or galactic balance.
In 1981, a rare triple conjunction of the planets
Jupiter and Saturn took place in the only purely feminine
sign of the twelve signs of the zodiac—according to
your perception and definition—not so in truth! But for
the sake of non-argument (for God will effort to allow
you signs which fit into your comprehension), we will
use the traditional perception of your placement. This
referenced sign is Virgo, representing the Virgin or the
Mother. This is the same conjunction that took place
around the time of Christ’s birth as nearly as the
astrologers can theorize. That one called Virgo was
called by your astronomers, historians, theologians and
astrologers as being the famous Star of Bethlehem of
which the Bible speaks. (Interestingly enough, the starcraft aboard which Sananda traveled most widely is
labelled—for you ones—The Star of Bethlehem. I use the
term as past tense, for the command ship is now called
THE PHOENIX. This does not mean there is no longer
a Star of Bethlehem, it only indicates that Sananda Jesus
Emmanuel is most often aboard this command
ship in these critical times of the cycle closing.)
The expert historians will point out that the magi
were highly knowledgeable about astronomy and
astrology, and that they understood the meaning of
this rare conjunction, i.e., that a great Messiah
(Messenger of God, the Word) was to be born.
They point out that though the stars do not control
earthly life, they do influence and reflect events
taking place on Earth—a great point indeed.

This rare conjunction took place in Pisces around
Christ’s birth: Pisces being considered the sign of the
zodiac representing the Son and corresponding on the
Earth to the country of Palestine, and placed exactly
opposite Virgo, representing the Virgin or the Mother,
on the zodiac! Isn’t it interesting that Emmanuel, the
Son, was born of Mary, the Mother (Virgin)! (By the
way—“virgin” had a much different definition than
you tout of it!) This rare conjunction also took place
at the time of the Buddha’s birth in 563 B.C., and
again forty years later at the time of His
“Enlightenment”. Coincidence, perhaps?
Dharma, we need a respite. We will continue
with “God the Mother” at our subsequent sitting.
Thank you for your attention,
Hatonn to stand-by, please. Salu
CHAPTER 21
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GOD THE MOTHER
I would like to point out that many of the various
aspects of God which have come as visions during this
century have come in the feminine form. Most of the
visions which are considered to be Holy have involved,
not God as the Father but God as the Holy Mother, as
with the visions the Holy Mother at Lourdes, France,
Fatima, Portugal, and elsewhere, including a vision of
the Mother seen by Catholicism’s newest canonized
saint—Maximilian Kolbe, a Polish priest and victim of
Hitler’s notorious concentration camp—Auschwitz.
Maximilian’s vision came to him one day while
praying in church when he was still just a boy. He had
a vision of the Holy Mother holding two crowns, one
red and one white. She told him that the white crown
meant that he would remain pure and that the red crown
meant that he would be a martyr. Both aspects of the
vision came true as Maximilian remained pure in heart
and became a Franciscan priest devoted to the Mother.
Years later he volunteered to starve to death in place of
another man in Auschwitz death-camp. The man
whose life he saved had been one of the ten prisoners
chosen by the Nazis to starve to death as a reprisal
against the whole camp for the escape of one prisoner.
The man had a wife and children, so Kolbe volunteered
to take his place in the underground “hunger bunker”
instead. After two weeks, Kolbe was still alive, so the
Nazis injected him with a lethal drug. Thus, the second
half of the vision was fulfilled, and Kolbe’s sacrifice
helped to stimulate courage and brotherly love among
the rest of the prisoners at Auschwitz.
The other visions of the Mother mentioned herein
have also been accepted as true occurrences and we are
asked about them constantly. They have been
accompanied by miraculous healings and signs in the
sky, such as the appearance of the Sun falling in Fatima,
which was witnessed and verified by tens of thousands
of individuals. In fact, one of the main reasons given
by the Holy Mother at Fatima as to why She had made
Her appearance at that time was that God wanted
the world to begin consciously revering the
feminine aspect of the universe and the relationship
with our Creation, and not a single focus upon Creator,
for the Laws of The Creation are above all.
There was great meaning in the Fatima
appearance and the prophecy given forth by the
Mother. Let us examine that incident in more detail.
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Millions of people believe that the prophecies of
Fatima are coming true in this current time. Today’s
chaotic situation in the churches and government offices
of Christendom is close to the situation predicted more
than seventy years ago and the worst is yet to come.
What is the Fatima Prophecy? It is a detailed
prediction of things to come as revealed by an
apparition of the Beloved Mary which appeared to
three young children on six occasions during the
summer and fall of 1917. The appearances took
place near the village of Fatima, Portugal, about
seventy miles northeast of Lisbon.
Because of mounting evidence that the appearances
were truly miracles, the Catholic Church in 1930
authorized a cult of Our Lady of Fatima. The site
where the visions took place has become an important
shrine and annual pilgrimages are made to Fatima
by devout Catholics on May 12 and 13.
The apparition appeared to the three children—
Jacinta, Francisco and Lucia—aged 10, 9 and 7½. The
first appearance was on May 13, 1917; the last on
October 13, 1917. This last appearance culminated in
the one well-recorded miracle of the 20th Century.
THE SUN MOVED
On that day, at about 11:30 a.m., some 70,000
people including reporters from Lisbon newspapers,
were shocked when they saw, in the middle of a
cloudy day, the sky rend and the Sun execute a
“dance” above them, as the three children conversed
with some apparition visible only to them. (The
apparition appeared to the children on the 13th of
each month and the public and press were on hand
to witness the October 13 “performance”.)
According to one Catholic dictionary—which
bears the imprimatur of the late Francis Cardinal
Spellman, Archbishop of New York—the Sun
“began to spin like a wheel in the sky”. Sounds
pretty familiar and suspicious to me.
On this final appearance, the children reported that
they saw the apparition cause a shaft of light to open the
Earth and reveal an immense sea of fire—Hell. The
apparition also foretold a rapid end of World War I and
the occurrence, before long, of an even worse global
conflagration in which “many nations will be annihilated”.
Could this have possibly been a shaft of light presenting
a holograph as utilized in SIPAPU ODYSSEY?
SECRET MESSAGE
There was also a secret “third” part of the
prophecies given only to the sole survivor of the three
children, Lucia dos Santos, who became a Carmelite nun
in Coimbra. She kept up a correspondence with Pope
Pius XI (Achille Ratti) and Pope Pius XII (Eugenio
Pacelli), the two anti-Bolshevik popes who guided the
Roman Catholic Church in its violent opposition to
Communism and Soviet designs from 1922 to 1958.
No, I am not going to bring into this issue the
Catholic vs. Protestants—that is exactly what is
wrong with your world, bigotry and foolish divisions
in the name of one who taught you nothing of that
which religions practice. I speak here of a perceived
miracle and you ones must move beyond “whose
miracles?” It was God’s message unto his people.
Pope Paul VI (Giovanni Battista Montini) read
the secret message when he assumed the supreme
Catholic office in June 1963 and immediately called
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in both President John F. Kennedy and Soviet
Premier Nikita S. Khruschev (a most interesting
grouping, don’t you think?) to whom the secret
message was apparently read. Some observers
said that this started both nations on talks which
led to the nuclear bomb agreement.
Pope Paul did not see fit to proclaim the warnings
contained in the secret message, nor to acknowledge
that the published versions are accurate. Some
observers felt that the violent anti-Communist and antiSoviet stands that Pius XI and Pius XII took were the
result of the content of the secret prophecy.
A SECRET TOLD IS A SECRET NO MORE
Despite the strictest secrecy, the secret “third” part
of the prophecy has become available to your press and
is considered authentic. It was first published in a
German newspaper, Neues Europa on October 15, 1963
and in a French paper, Le Monde et la Vie, in September
1964. Well, perhaps the French didn’t read German and
the English read neither German nor French.
Since that time the message has been republished in
the United States, with minor changes in phrasing (the
“men” cannot bear to leave a thing alone but must
tamper), but all in substantial agreement with what is
purported to be the official version. It has been given
ecclesiastical approval subject to the declaration
that “the final and decisive judgment on the facts
belonged exclusively to the Supreme Magisterium
of the Church whose decision you accept from the
very moment it is pronounced by the Pope.” Of
course. Well, thank God it happened or certainly
it “could” not have happened—just like the Emperor’s
new clothes—the naked truth is often so obvious that
you must close of your eyes to ensure of it.
NASTY PREDICTIONS
The terrible predictions made in the “third”
part of the message reveal the reasons why none
of the popes had seen fit to make it public. Here
is the secret prophecy as circulated by American
Catholic groups. Surely, I shall not quarrel on
such good authority—at this time.
“Do not be troubled, dear child, I am the Mother of
God who is speaking to you and begging you to
announce the following message to the entire world in
my name. On doing so you will meet with strong
opposition. But be strong in faith and you will triumph
over all opposition. Listen carefully and remember what
I tell you. Good people must be better. They must
implore God to forgive the sins they have committed
and will in the future commit. You ask Me for a sign
so all may comprehend the words which I am
addressing to mankind through you. You have just
beheld that miracle, the great miracle of the Sun!
Everybody saw it, believers and unbelievers. And
now, in My name, it is proclaimed.
“A great chastisement will come over all
mankind, not today or tomorrow, but in the second
half of the Twentieth Century. What I have already
announced at LaSalette through the children Melanie
and Maximin, I repeat to you now. Humanity has not
developed, as God desired. Mankind has been
sacrilegious and has trampled underfoot, the
wondrous Blessings of God. No longer does order
reign anywhere. Even in the highest places, Satan
reigns and directs the course of things. SATAN
WILL EVEN SUCCEED IN INFILTRATING INTO
THE HIGHEST POSITIONS IN THE CHURCH.

Satan will succeed in sowing confusion in the minds
of scientists who design weapons that can destroy
great portions of mankind in short periods. Satan will
gain hold of the heads of nations and will cause these
destructive weapons to be mass-produced.
“If mankind will not oppose these evils, I will be
obliged to let the Arm of My Son drop in vengeance. If
the chief rulers of the world and of the Church will not
actively oppose these evils, I will ask God My Father to
bring His Justice to bear on mankind. Then will
God punish mankind even more severely and
heavily than He did at the time of the great deluge.
“But a time of very severe trial is also coming
for the Church. Cardinals will oppose Cardinals and
Bishops will oppose Bishops. Satan will enter into
their very midst and will walk in their ranks. In
Rome also will occur great changes. What is
rotten will fall and what falls must not be retained.
The Church will be obscured and all the world will
be thrown into great confusion.
“The great, great war will come in the second
half of the Twentieth Century. Fire and smoke
will drop from heavens and the waters of the
ocean will turn to steam throwing their foam to
the very sky. Whatever is standing will be
overturned. Millions of people will die. Those
surviving will envy the dead. Distress, misery and
desolation will be found the world over. The time
is drawing nearer and the abyss is ever deepening
and there will be no escape. The great and
powerful will perish with the lowly and meek, the
good will die with the wicked, the Princes of the
Church with their faithful, and the rulers of
nations with their people. Death will reign
everywhere, raised to triumph by erring men.
THE HELPERS OF SATAN WILL BE THE
MASTERS OF THE EARTH. These evils will come
at a time when no one expects it, nevertheless it
must come as punishment and revenge in accordance
with God’s Plan. Later, however, God and His
Glory will once more be invoked and will once
more be served as He was not so long ago, when
the Word had not yet been corrupted.
“The time of times is coming, the end of all
ends, if mankind is not converted. Woe, woe if
that conversion does not come about and if
everything remains as it is now or worsens.
“I call upon all true followers of My Son the
Christ to go and announce this: For I will always
be at your side to assist you.”
WELL, WHERE ARE WE?
Seems to me that you should have heard this
message before—from several sources in almost
identical words. Why would it be so shocking? When
I tell you, for that matter, do you simply denounce me
as some fantasy “space cadet”? Because man remains
ever the up-side-down ostrich who likes the flavor of
sand in the mouth? You are not “popular” if you simply
stick with the truth; ’tis always more popular to tell all
those drooling non-thinkers exactly that which they want
to hear—it helps fill the collection plates on Sunday.
Just as the early prophecies of the apparition
(which foretold, for example, the rise of
Communism), this final prophecy is also coming true.
Even on a strictly scientific level, such
statements as, “Mankind has been sacrilegious and
has trampled underfoot, the wondrous Blessings of
God”, are all too true, as any student of ecology
will shout from the edge of the grave.
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The infiltration of your churches by evil-shrouded
clergy, including even bishops, is proof that, “Satan will
even succeed in infiltrating into the highest positions in
the Churches”—he certainly has taken a whopping big
slice from the TV religious teachers and they are noted
because they are so blatantly public. It has happened in
every orthodox church because it has occurred at the
level where the rules are laid down for the outlying
ministers unto the flocks. Many clergymen actually
proclaim that “God is dead”, teach immorality and
make new laws and commandments to “suit the more
modern needs”.
They actually TEACH
IMMORALITY AND SANCTION IMMORAL
BEHAVIOR EVEN UNTO THE CHILDREN. “LET
US TEACH THEM ‘SAFE SEX’ IN GRADE
SCHOOL!!!!” Some actually engage in subversive
activities under the shelter of the cloak called God.
Some of your brethren claim that the upheaval is
hurting the Catholic Church the most. A substantial
number of Catholics have chosen up sides and are
in all-out hostile confrontations with each other and
the church hierarchy. Well, not to be different—
it is throughout the world in every “denomination”
and one denomination unto another.
For the biggest blow of all to you patriots who
tag along in your dreamland ideology. What
actually caused the most horrendous shock of all
from the messages is known unto but a very few
and look around before you deny of this:
Among the many other things the little ignorant
and illiterate peasant children said—and hold your
breath America—was that Russia would not only
“spread her errors throughout the world”, as she already
has done, but that THREE (3) COMMUNIST EMPIRES
WOULD EMERGE ON THE WORLD SCENE—
RUSSIA, THE UNITED STATES AND CHINA!
One must bear in mind, that these children, hidden
away in a crevice of Portugal, were not even aware in
October 1917, that a world war was under way, and
that never had they heard of Russia. At their very
tender age, they had never heard of Communism—
which, of course, was not even known as a worldgovernment in 1917. In fact, the Bolshevik Revolution
was hardly a whisper in the world at that time. Yet
these little ones, one so young that even in America he
would only be about the age of kindergarten or first
grade, conversed with the Blessed Mother on the subject
of Sovietism and Communism and the three Soviet
empires to emerge far later in the 20th Century! Ah
yes, out of the mouths of babes. I suggest if you find
ones who wish to write books on Atlantis at the age of
nine or ten, that you most surely encourage them to do
so. YOU do not yet know who these children might be.
I, myself, am most interested in a few.
It could possibly be considered that these
children were inventing a bit of the tale if it were
this day and age with television and had they been
greatly coached in current happenings—I daresay
if you ask children of your own, who are in that
age group—about these places and political styles,
they would not know—would you?
Had these small children known anything about
the world in which they live, or had studied world
governments, one might somehow suspect they were
inventing with prompting. But they could not even
read nor write, and had never heard of Communism—
as who had in 1917? You can be quite safe in
assuming this story to be valid and that the
Blessed Mother truly prophesied to these little
ones, who were given Her desperate warnings,
which have not yet been heeded in great measure.
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THE MOTHER’S WARNINGS

It is obvious that The Mother has been sent by
the Eternal Father/Creator to alert mankind of the
scriptural predictions of a cleansing of the Earth with
fire unless mankind makes a complete reversal of his
willful ways. A worldwide warning shall precede the
Chastisement in an effort to recall God’s children to
a life of grace. She has also promised that God will
perform a great miracle after this warning and, if
men still refuse to change, then God will be forced
to send the Chastisement. Where do you think you
might stand in the “changing line” this day?
THE WARNING

have been created by Satan. Return to the Father, do
penance and atonement, for your Chastisement will soon
follow upon the great spectacle. I bless you all, My
children, as the Father blesses you with sad heart.”
The above message speaks of Garabandal. For
those who do not have the background on this—
Garabandal is a small village in northwestern Spain,
where from June 18, 1961 to November 13, 1965, the
Blessed Mother appeared to four young girls.
The girls spoke of the Warning, the Great
Miracle which would take place in the pines near
their village, and also the Chastisement.
One of the girls, by the label of Conchita,
writes this in her diary about the Miracle:
“The Blessed Virgin advised me of a great
miracle, saying that God, Our Lord, would perform
it through her intercession. Just as the chastisement
will be very, very great, in keeping with our deserts,
so too, the miracle will be extremely great, in
keeping with the needs of the world.
“The Blessed Virgin has told me the date of the
miracle and what it will consist of. I am supposed to
announce it eight days in advance, so that people will
come. The Pope will see it from wherever he is, and
Padre Pio also. The sick who are present at the miracle
will be cured and the sinners will be converted.
“There will be no doubt in the mind of anyone
who sees this great miracle which God, Our Lord,
will perform through the intercession of the
Blessed Virgin. And now as we await this great
day of the Miracle, let us see if the world changes
and the chastisement is averted.”

The Blessed Mother came forth to ones on June
12, 1976 with this warning: “My children, you must
pray more; do much penance, for the Warning is
coming upon mankind. There will be tremendous
explosions and the sky shall roll back like a scroll.
This force shall go within the very core of the
human. He will understand his offenses to his God.
However, THIS WARNING WILL BE OF SHORT
DURATION, and many shall continue upon their road
to perdition, so hard are the hearts hardened now,
My children—BEWARE OF THE SUNRISE!
“As the day follows night, so shall this
Warning follow soon. Beware of the sunrise!”
She said to not look up to the sky unto the
flash!!!! “Beware of the sunrise! Do not look up
to the sky—to the flash! Close of your windows!
Draw your shades! Remain inside; do not venture
LET US WALK AND WATCH TOGETHER
outside your door, or you will not return! Pray!
FOR A MOMENT
Prostrate yourselves upon your floor! Pray with
arms outstretched and beg for mercy of your God,
Dharma, write child, as we look upon the world
the Father. Do not seek or receive your animals
into your homes, for the animals of those who with Sananda and Grandfather and Mother.
Be ye warned that houses will blow in the wind
have remained of well spirit will be taken care of.”
and skin will dry up and blow off the bones as though
it has never been! Hasten and listen. You are
STORES AGAINST THAT DAY
receiving one of the final warnings to be given to the
“O My children, how many will try to go back and w o r l d b e f o r e t h e c a t a c l y s m s c o m e u p o n y o u !
restore their homes when it is too late? Keep blessed O u r w o r d s w i l l h a v e r e a c h e d t h r o u g h o u t y o u r
candles, water, blankets, food within your homes. Earth. All who fall will have fallen of their free
The candles of those who have remained in the state of choice—loving more the things and pleasures of
grace shall not be extinguished, but the candles in the Earth, than the everlasting glory of Father’s Kingdom.
Look, the value of life is lowered to the extreme:
homes of those who have given themselves to Satan shall
not burn! Amen, I say to you, as night follows day, a Man murders without conscience. Brother against sister;
families torn asunder by evil. Man and woman falls to
great darkness shall descend upon mankind.”
the addictions and diseases. Mothers weep for the loss
TIMING OF THE WARNING
of their sons and daughters fed to the hungry beast of
war—many will truly join the Christ upon the Cross.
How about Emmanuel? “I give you one
Dharma, look and weep with me. Stand with
indication that the time is ripe: When you see, our brethren and mine Eagles and witness, for this
when you hear, when you feel the revolution in must be recorded that man may have that upon
Rome; when you see the Holy Father fleeing, seeking which to base his choices.
a refuge in another land, know that the time is ripe.
Ye have no shelters into which to hide and yet no
(Sept. 14, 1976 did these thing come forth unto you.) one moves; he only argues and complains. You are
witnessing the destruction that will come upon mankind
THE MIRACLE
in the Great War. So many will perish that there will
not be time to mark the graves, My child.
The Blessed Mother spoke to one on December 24, 1973.
Mothers will long to see and know where lie their
“The Warning which will be sent upon man must be sons, but to no avail. This comfort will not be given
effective. And in the mercy of the Father, a great unto them; so great will be the loss of life.
spectacle will then be placed in the sky for all to see.
Dharma, you must tell the Word. Can you little
However, the agents of hell will try to prove— ones not turn back now and beg the Eternal Father
disprove the hand of the Father in this Miracle. before it is too late? Are you children so blind to the
“You must cleanse your souls of all sin, mortal and truth, that you see not the road you travel?
venial. Come to My Son in belief. Believe what you’ll
The time shall be terrible, but there are two, little
see at Garabandal, and turn back from your ways that ones. One will come from man, through the hands of
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man, a war so great that it will almost exterminate the
Earth, but for the merciful heart of the Eternal Father;
and the chastisement of the planet of redemption.
Oh yes, my children, I hear the voices of
disdain shouting, sadism! Is this a sadist God
who promises such destruction upon His creation?
I say unto you, as your God, I bring not your
destruction; you will bring about your own
destruction, for I leave you, as your God, to the
exercise of your free will. In your free will, if you
reject your God and the plan for man’s redemption
as given from the beginning of time, I say unto
you—you will destroy yourselves. You have brought
terrible unbalance unto your Mother Source and
Creator’s creations. Can you not see that it is from
the unbalance that the change must come in
purification and renewal—you push too far.
You must witness that which has been done,
lest you think you need not claim of responsibility,
for all have participated.
In America, Dharma—look and see that which is.
Your country, a land of plenty and blessed beyond all,
has never witnessed mass slaughter and death—
before. But there has been a rejection of the Laws
of God and Creation—and the masses will reap the
horrors of the lie foisted upon them by the evil
conspiracy. Your masses have turned away from the
red road of God-ness and into all manner of pleasures
of the flesh and defilement of the human body and
desecration of their bodies and spirits.
There shall come the massive earthquakes in your
country in many places and extending up into the
regions of Canada and down into the regions of Mexico.
There will be earthquakes in places unknown prior to
this, as the earth beneath surges. The volcanos will
erupt and toxic fumes shall rise from the crevasses
which shall split of the Earth. The heat will burn,
the livestock will starve and hunger shall plague your
lands as the growing seasons change and the waters
shall be polluted for the growing fields.
The children are the true victims of you elders.
The example given to them is poor indeed. Many
children shall be removed from the world. It shall be
a time of great and deadly plague. The plague shall
be great and many, many shall die. Ah, and the cry
of the murdered unborn shall smite ye ones and your
souls shall cringe in the presence of their innocence.
I came unto you in a time of bleakness 2000 years
past and ye crucified me—I was the Eagle sent forth to
show you the way and ye hanged me on a cross and
went thy evil way. Now the time is come and ye
change not from thy evil—and the fire burns and ye
again crucify of the Phoenix—but this time it shall be
different, for ones will choose of their path and the
evolution shall come and the cycle will close and the
Phoenix and my chicks shall fledge again into the
wondrous dimensions of greater light and these days of
horror shall be wiped from thy memories that you may
find peace—BUT THE WORD MUST GO FORTH
UNTO THE CORNERS OF THE WORLD AND THEN
BE PRESERVED FOR THE TIME OF ANOTHER
GREAT ENDING IN ANOTHER GREAT CYCLE AT
SOME OTHER PERCEIVED “TIME”.
If you ones will but do of thy work and make
preparations, enough shall pass through for the
renewal and reclamation of healing. You ones
must listen carefully to the lessons of your ancient
teachers who have not forgotten.
It is not to be harsh that I require that you
look—for it begins with you and those of your
brothers who put the WORD to print that man
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might know and the time is short and therefore the
hours of work must be long indeed.
“Fear” only in that you must turn back unto
God and the Laws of The Creation—for therein is
truth and the way. Hope is as a lotus blossom which
unfolds unto the Sun and spreads the perfume about
the lands. Oh chelas, ’tis not hopeless, it is glorious.
But the old must pass that the Phoenix can arise
from the old into the new. So be it.
I give you peace and soften the image, for
your senses have taken much abuse in these past
days. Hold unto my hand and naught can touch
you or mine children. You are my beloved ones
and I grant thee peace.
I AM ATON
Let us close this portion, for we have worked many
hours this day and the efficiency wanes with the
weariness. But before I leave this evening, I wish to
speak about the Indians and what of their relationship
with the Christos. The Pale Prophet or Lost White
Brother is what they called Him.
Almost all of the Native Indians have legends
about a Pale Prophet or Lost White Brother who
came to them thousands of years ago and brought
with Him the Teachings of the Great Spirit. He
taught them to love one another and often used
examples from Nature to illustrate His lessons. He
performed incredible miracles, one of which was to
raise a huge stone in Monument Valley—actually it
was half a cliff that had fallen down off a mountain.
Other miracles included controlling the elements,
miraculous healings, and even raising of the dead.
The people loved Him and flocked to Him, but
the priests were afraid of Him because He represented
a threat to their power. He is always pictured as
having a beard, longish hair, a fair complexion, bluegreen eyes, wearing sandals and a long white toga
with His symbol—the cross—embroidered around the
edges. His sign of greeting was His hand raised in
Peace, which is one reason this is a rather
widespread greeting among the Indians.
He had the people build pyramid-style temples,
and told them to smoke the Peace Pipe in His
memory. He brought them seeds for several
different plants, including the mescal plant, and
foretold what the future held for the Indians and their
beloved land, including the arrival of the White man
whom He called “those who conquer”, which is
known in Spanish as “conquistadors”, who did indeed
arrive 1500 years after His prophecy! I shall not
discuss these prophecies at this time.
He represented exactly what his label represents—
a “pale” “prophet”. The Christed energy was already a
part of the Indian knowledge and it is related as the
Sacred Circle of Infinity. It is late this day so we shall
move into more of this discussion on the morrow.
Thank you for your hands and the rest of you
for your ears and eyes. Good evening and rest in
peace and joy, for our work goes well.
Salu, Hatonn
[END OF PART 9]
Part 1 of this Journal can be found in the 12/26/01
issue of CONTACT on page 12; Part 2 (1/2/02, page 14);
Part 3 (1/9/02, page 19); Part 4 (1/23/02, page 7);
Part 5 (2/20/02, page 8); Part 6 (3/13/02, page 5);
Part 7 (3/20/02, page 4); Part 8 (4/3/02, page 10)—This
Phoenix Journal (#12) is out of print. All other
Journals are on sale for one-half price ($3.00). Please
see the back page for ordering information.
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The News Desk
By John & Jean Ray
SECURITY COUNCIL UNANIMOUSLY ENDORSES
POWELL MISSION AND DEMANDS
ISRAELI PULLOUT ‘WITHOUT DELAY’
By Edith M. Lederer, Boston Globe, 04/04/02
UNITED NATIONS (AP)—The UN Security
Council on Thursday unanimously endorsed the
Mideast mission of Secretary of State Colin Powell
and demanded an Israeli withdrawal from Palestinian
cities “without delay”. …
Secretary-General Kofi Annan urged the
international community to persuade Israel and the
Palestinians to draw back from violence which is
threatening the region. Accusing Israel of trying to
escalate the 18-month conflict, he warned that selfdefense against suicide bombings “is not a blank
check”. He said forcing Palestinian leader Yasser
Arafat into exile “would be reckless”.
Bush announced Thursday he was sending
Powell to the Mideast in a new peace initiative, and
he urged Israel to halt its military incursions and to
start pulling its troops and tanks out of West Bank
cities it entered in the past week in a search for
Palestinian extremists.
The intensified U.S. mediation effort was announced
while Security Council members were discussing an
Arab-backed resolution demanding an immediate Israeli
withdrawal from Palestinian cities, including Ramallah
where Arafat is surrounded by Israeli tanks.
Frustrated over Israel’s disregard of a council
demand on Saturday to pull back its forces,
Palestinian supporters demanded a new resolution
including the word immediate which wasn’t in
Saturday’s call for Israel’s military withdrawal.
The United States objected to the word “immediate”
because it has been pressing for a cease-fire before an
Israeli troop withdrawal, a position supported by Israel.
After Bush announced his new initiative in
Washington on Thursday morning, U.S. Ambassador
John Negroponte proposed new language for the
Arab-backed draft resolution demanding that Israel
pull out its tanks and troops “without delay” and
welcoming Powell’s Mideast mission.
Arab and non-aligned nations agreed to those words,
and the final resolution was sponsored by the council
president not Syria as the council’s Arab representative
symbolizing its unanimous support.
The Palestinian UN envoy, Nasser Al-Kidwa, said
there was no difference in the meaning of “without
delay” and “immediately”.
“We hope that this will help the situation and
that finally Israel will heed the unanimous voice of
the international community,” Al-Kidwa said.
Israel’s UN Ambassador Yehuda Lancry said the
government would comment on the resolution Friday. He
said he wished it had included a reference to Palestinian
suicide bombings which is “a crucial issue not only for the
Palestinians, not only for the Israelis, but for our civilization.
This suicidal culture must be stopped.”
Lancry told the council before the vote that “Israel
pledges to spare no effort to cooperate fully with secretary
Powell to make his mission a success to bring about a
genuine and meaningful cease-fire that will pave the way
for a return to the negotiating process.”

The resolution calls on “both parties to move
immediately to a meaningful cease-fire; calls for the
withdrawal of Israeli troops from Palestinian cities,
including Ramallah; and calls upon the parties to
cooperate fully with (U.S.) Special Envoy (Anthony)
Zinni” to work to get a cease-fire and start
negotiations for a political settlement.
It also expressed “grave concern” over the recent
Palestinian suicide bombings in Israel and the attack
on Arafat’s headquarters in Ramallah.…
After renewed Mideast violence erupted in
September 2000, the Security Council remained sidelined
because the United States, Israel’s closest council ally,
thwarted virtually every effort by the Palestinians to get
a resolution that would condemn Israeli action.
In a surprise move on March 12, the United
States sponsored a council resolution endorsing a
Palestinian state for the first time, demanding an
immediate cease-fire and calling for renewed efforts
by both parties to resume negotiations on a political
settlement. It also supported Saturday’s resolution,
which was sponsored by Norway.
[JR: The violence in Palestine is destabilizing the
Middle East and causing a reaction of great concern
around the world. Israel had chosen to ignore for
over a week the U.S.’s appeal to withdraw troops
from Palestinian cities and towns. Sharon in an act
of defiance has declared war against Palestinian
terrorists and that Israel has the right to defend
itself. By what means do innocent Palestinian
civilians have to defend themselves against the harsh
treatment that is being meted out by the Israeli
military? The U.S., the UN, and the EU have failed
to address this issue in their comments or in the UN
resolutions. How long will the world turn a blind eye
to the suffering of the Palestinian people and also
criticize Israel’s “defense” as a form of terrorism?]
DEFIANT ISRAEL
IGNORES UN’S DEMANDS TO PULL BACK FORCES
By Ed Vulliamy (New York); Graham Usher (Ramallah),
The Observer—UK, 03/31/02
In words and deeds Israel yesterday defied a United
Nations resolution calling on it to pull out of Ramallah and
other Palestinian cities even though the motion was
endorsed by its usually staunch ally, the United States.
An Israeli spokesman said their forces would not
withdraw as they continued what they say will be a
sustained campaign against Palestinian militants.
They tightened their hold on the West Bank town
of Ramallah, rounding up hundreds of men,
exchanging fire with roaming gunmen and keeping
Palestinian Authority leader Yasser Arafat confined
to his three-story office building.…
The rare U.S. stand against Israel took place at the end
of a marathon emergency session of the UN Security
Council in New York yesterday.
The U.S. backed a resolution calling for the Jewish
State to withdraw its forces from Ramallah and other cities.
It was the second time in a month the U.S. has voted on a
Middle East motion, after years of abstaining.
The vote signals an abandonment of America’s
traditionally unconditional support for Israel and a
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victory for Secretary of State Colin Powell, who has
been pushing the Bush administration into closer and
more even-handed engagement.…
The Security Council called for the “withdrawal of
Israeli troops from Palestinian cities including Ramallah” and
for both parties to “move immediately to a meaningful
ceasefire”. The motion gave Secretary General Kofi Annan
and U.S. envoy General Anthony Zinni its full backing.
Annan said: “I have consistently voiced concern over
Israel’s disproportionate use of lethal force” which “will
bring neither peace nor security to Israel.”
He urged Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon and Arafat
to take advantage of the chink of progress made at the Arab
summit in Lebanon, where a Saudi-sponsored peace plan
has been endorsed by the Arab League.
A State Department official described the U.S.
vote yesterday to The Observer as “a clear message
to both sides from the United States—not so much a
wind change but a determination to be firm with all
perpetrators of violence. If the escalation comes from
terrorism, the United States will back the eradication
of terrorism. If it comes from undue force by Israel,
we will seek to harness that.”
State Department sources say privately that they
strongly favour the peace plan endorsed in Beirut last
week, whereby Israel withdraws from occupied
territories and recognises a Palestinian state, in return
for recognition by Arab countries and security.
On Friday, Powell had signalled a shift in the U.S.
position, when—while blaming the shattering of the
peace process squarely on Palestinian terrorism—he
added: “I deplore the killing and wounding of
innocent Palestinians in Ramallah.”
“While we understand the Israeli government’s need to
respond to these acts of terror,” Powell said, “we call on
Prime Minister Sharon and his government to carefully
consider the consequences of these actions”.
[JR: Sharon’s approach to peace is to resort to lethal
force and to crush the actions of an oppressed and
occupied people. It hasn’t worked because you cannot
use tanks and gunships to stop the desperate acts of
individuals whose lives are so miserable and without
hope they see no other way. Already the propaganda
machines are going full steam ahead in the U.S. media
in order to win our support for Israel and condone its
acts of aggression. The U.S. has got to come to the
realization that Israel will always act to protect and
serve their interests and that we as well as the rest
of the world don’t really matter. Shouldn’t we all be
tired of being the doormat for Israel?]
WITHOUT MERCY:
ISRAELIS EXECUTE ARAFAT’S ELITE GUARDS
By Peter Beaumont, The Observer—UK, 03/31/02
The ambulancemen were carrying the first body
out of the Cairo-Amman bank in the centre of
Ramallah when I came across them.
His knees were doubled up in rigor mortis. One of the
legs of his green parachute jumpsuit had been burned
through to the skin by a round fired at such close quarters
that the muzzle flash had ignited the fabric. A gaping
wound was visible in his chest—also apparently from a
burst of fire from close range. What killed him, however,
was the gunshot to his temple.…
What happened on the third floor of the Cairo-Amman
bank at midnight on Friday during Israel’s occupation of
the Palestinian city of Ramallah can only be surmised. But
in the few minutes after Israeli soldiers stormed the
Palestinian position, five men were wounded and five men
were put to death by the Israelis, each with a single coup
de grace administered to the head or throat.

Maher Shalabi, bureau chief of Abu Dhabi television in
Ramallah, was in his office in the same building when he
heard several bursts of heavy shooting on the floors below.
“I heard heavy shooting; maybe it was an exchange of fire.
But I believe this was an execution.”…
According to local residents, the dead men were part
of a large group of Palestinian policemen who had taken
shelter in the building, which also houses the offices of the
British council, when the Israeli army entered Ramallah.…
An Israeli army spokesman said soldiers entered
the building after Palestinians opened fire from inside
and threw a grenade at the force outside.…
Yesterday, inside Arafat’s compound, it was clear
that, for all the claims of Ariel Sharon, Arafat was
neither under threat nor under arrest. Arafat, simply,
was surrounded by the Israelis.
As we approached the compound we could see
the tanks and armoured personnel carriers ringing his
sprawl of offices and barracks. On every side were
soldiers taking positions and aiming their weapons.
Approaching closer the Israeli army tried to prevent us
following a delegation from the Palestinian solidarity
movement into the compound, led by José Bové, the French
farmers leader and anti-globalisation protester.
In a surreal touch Bové and his colleagues had
marched through the ruins of the town, even as fighting
continued. With hands above their heads, and carrying
palm fronds as Easter symbols of peace, they approached
Arafat’s compound with two columns of heavily armed
Israeli infantry jogging the last few hundred metres behind.
Seeing Bové, who had marched through the town with
a small group of fellow protesters bearing a tray of
medicines for those still injured inside Arafat’s compound,
the soldiers relented and let us enter with him and
approach the offices where Arafat was holed up.…
On every corner yesterday stood Israeli tanks.
The devastation that these tanks have wrought inside
the Palestinians’ most attractive city has to be seen
to be believed.
Roads have been dynamited or torn up by tanks.
Buildings are burned and shattered. Everywhere there is
rubble, spent ammunition and broken glass.
A little later, I met Hossam Sharkawi and Mohamed
Awad, two senior officials in the Palestinian Red Crescent
who I had met before.
Sharkawi, a co-ordinator for emergency services, told
me the Israelis had arrested five of his drivers.
“They have them blindfolded and handcuffed. I cannot
understand what the Israelis are thinking. They also used
one of our ambulances today as a human shield. They
sandwiched it inside a convoy.”
Sharkawi was able to reveal something of life inside
Arafat’s compound. “We know there are injured inside,” he
said. “But they have been blocking ambulances entering to
give treatment.” How many injured he could not say.
“All that we hear is that there may be between 50 and
100 people trapped with Arafat inside the building, without
food, or water or any electricity and no telephone
communication.” He shook his head and walked away.
[JR: Despite the March 30 th UN/U.S. resolution
demanding that Israel pull back from Palestinian
areas—she has yet to leave Ramallah and has, as of
April 4 th entered Hebron and now has a military
presence in seven Palestinian cities. Israel has
succeeded in ignoring both the U.S. and UN demands
for a pullout and, amazingly, still has the support of
the U.S. as stated by Pres. Bush on April 4. If
Sharon can be coerced to enter negotiations for a
peace agreement, he will make deadly sure that
every Palestinian town and city is left in rubble. After
that the Palestinians can claim the rubble, if there are
any of them left. If the world allows it to go that far,
we will all live to regret our indifference.]
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ISRAELI ARMY
ARRESTS FOREIGNERS IN RAMALLAH
Rense.com, 03/31/02

JERUSALEM (Reuters)—The Israeli army said on
Sunday it had arrested “several” foreigners who had defied
its closure order on the West Bank city of Ramallah, where
troops were on what it called an “anti-terrorist” offensive.
The Ramallah-based International Media Center
said 10 members of an international group who
marched into Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat’s
compound in the city were arrested by the surrounding
troops, and that 33 others remained inside.
The army earlier said Ramallah was a closed
military zone and that non-residents, including foreign
journalists, would be removed by force “if
necessary”. It said the foreign detainees were being
held at a nearby base and could be prosecuted.
The government also told media organizations
later Sunday that it would be strictly applying rules
under which journalists must submit reports about
defense matters to a military censor.
Daniel Seaman, the director of the Government Press
Office, said journalists who violated the latest instructions
would have their accreditation removed.
He also said any Palestinians found working in
Israel for foreign news organizations without the
proper documentation would risk arrest. Repeated
violations could result in heavy fines and the closure
of foreign media offices, he said.
Israeli troops and tanks have tightened a siege on Arafat’s
headquarters in Ramallah since Prime Minister Ariel Sharon
declared him Israel’s enemy Friday and set out to isolate
him in an attempt to halt a recent wave of suicide attacks.
The Palestinian leader has been confined to Ramallah
by the army since early December.
Sharon said in a state address Sunday that Israel
was engaged in a “war against terrorism”, which
Israeli officials said could last weeks.
The Foreign Press Association (FPA) in Israel
protested against the army’s decision.
“The media must be allowed to cover this major story.
We call upon the Israeli government to allow free and
independent coverage of the operation in Palestinian
Authority areas,” the FPA said in a statement.
The army has already taken over the Ramallah
offices of foreign news organizations, including
Reuters, forcing them out. It has remained there,
despite protests by Reuters and the FPA.
At least two journalists working for foreign news media have
been injured in Ramallah since Israel sent troops to the city.
An army spokesman said the international sympathizers
who entered Arafat’s headquarters had ignored soldiers who
tried to stop them entering. “In doing so they endangered
their lives and the lives of the soldiers,” he said.
Claude Leostic, one of the group, told Reuters:
“We just walked into the compound. No one tried to
stop us, surprisingly enough, until we got to the
compound. The tanks started to move and we
continued, and got to the door.”
Several of the group were later arrested.
Israel has agreed not to harm Arafat, who has said he
would rather die than surrender. He has also vowed an 18month-old uprising against Israeli occupation will continue.
[JR: The press is being barred from covering actions in the
Palestinian areas because Israel doesn’t want the world to
see how effective the force is that they use to TERRORIZE
the Palestinian people. This would confirm some
suspicions that Israel has a lot to hide and has buried the
truth with her Kol Nidre lies. The world is beginning to
acknowledge the other side of the Palestinian issue.
Change is long over due… but it is coming!]
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FARRAKHAN TO VISIT THE MIDDLE EAST

PUTIN ORCHESTRATES CENTRAL BANK COUP

By Gregory Tejeda, UPI International Desk, 04/02/02

By Juliet Johnson, Asia Times, 03/27/02

CHICAGO—Nation of Islam leader Minister Louis
Farrakhan blasted Washington for foreign policies
that single out Muslims for blame and said Tuesday
he wants to travel to the Middle East to try to resolve
the differences between Israelis and Muslims.
Farrakhan said the escalation in violent incidents by
Palestinians against Israelis was due to the lack of action
by the United States and the United Nations to show
leadership and try to build peace to the region.
“This is the time for strong, dispassionate
intervention by America and the United Nations,” he
said during a 33-minute address at Mosque Maryam
on Chicago’s South Side. “If they don’t, conditions
will continue to escalate to the point of no return.”
Farrakhan said he would like to lead a group of
religious leaders to Israel to meet with Israeli Prime
Minister Ariel Sharon, Palestinian Authority leader
Yasser Arafat, and other officials.
“It will take a spiritual people to try to bring
peace to the region,” Farrakhan said. “If we fail, at
least we can say we have tried.”
Farrakhan said he believes President Bush shows
too much support to Israel, meeting repeatedly with
Sharon while demonizing Arafat.
“That diminishes (Arafat) in the eyes of his people,”
Farrakhan said. “An impotent Arafat only encourages the
more militant elements to conduct more suicide bombings.”
He said the United States ought to pressure Israel into
making gestures of support to Arafat. Those gestures
could include promises to halt settlement of the West Bank,
and to stop slayings of Palestinian leaders.
“A recognition of the right (of Palestinians) to exist could
become the basis for serious peace negotiations. Instead,
Israel gives nothing, but demands everything,” he said.
Farrakhan said he believes that “because I am not
tied to the American establishment,” he could have
more influence in negotiating peace.
“I believe only a spiritual person can truly
achieve peace,” he said.
Farrakhan said he wants to meet with members of
Hamas and Hezbollah, the religious factions that have
claimed responsibility for violence and bombings.
“I want to hear it from their own lips why they
do what they do,” Farrakhan said.
But he said he hoped U.S. officials would not
construe his actions as giving comfort to an enemy.
“I want to meet with the so-called ‘Axis of Evil’, but I am
not going to incite people against my country,” he said.
Farrakhan would like to make his visit in May,
although he admits the trip has not been scheduled yet.
Last weekend, the Rev. Jesse Jackson said he has no
intention of trying to lead peace negotiations, although he
concedes someone needs to take such a diplomatic mission.
Throughout the years, Farrakhan has gained a
reputation among many White people as an anti-Semite who
opposes Israel and all Jewish people.
On Tuesday, Farrakhan tried to tone down any antiJewish rhetoric, saying he can understand the religious basis
for believing that God promised the Jewish people a
homeland. But he also said he understands the reasons why
Arabs believe the existence of Israel is coming at their expense.
“It is a huge theological problem,” Farrakhan said of
the differing opinions. “I believe we are capable of rising
above the emotions of both sides, but it will take time.”
[JR: Peace will come through the will of the people and
not through governments or the use of the military.
We have to go past the ideologies and hatreds we
have been taught. We have to allow others to achieve
what we have attained for ourselves.]

MOSCOW—The man Harvard economist Jeffrey Sachs
once called “the world’s worst central banker”, Russian
Central Bank chairman Viktor Gerashchenko, resigned on
March 15 to the near-universal applause of foreign
investors. But the international community should think
twice before cheering his departure.
Gerashchenko’s unexpected resignation signals an end
to Central Bank independence in Russia. As such, it
represents the final act in President Vladimir Putin’s
successful efforts to concentrate political and economic
power in his own hands by removing all institutional
centers of opposition to his rule.
As the last director of the Soviet Central Bank and the
two-time head of its Russian successor, Gerashchenko is a
savvy survivor who excelled at maintaining a relatively
independent Central Bank by playing various political and
economic forces off against each other.
Putin chose to move against the Central Bank
now because Gerashchenko finally managed to offend
all key factions at once, opening a window of
opportunity. Domestic industrialists disliked his
“strong ruble” policy, powerful commercial bankers
objected to his views on banking consolidation and
supervision, while foreign investors and advisers
have looked askance at his leadership ever since his
role in ending Russia’s 1992 attempt at economic
shock therapy. Gerashchenko, standing alone and
under fire, found himself unusually vulnerable.
Yet the circumstances surrounding Gerashchenko’s
resignation reveal more serious reasons for concern. On
March 15, Gerashchenko strongly denounced proposed
legislation in the State Duma that would subordinate the
Central Bank to a redesigned National Banking Council. The
13-member council would include three representatives from
the government, three from the presidential administration,
six from the legislature, and only one from the Central Bank.
Gerashchenko correctly condemned the bill as
“unconstitutional”, but could not garner enough support to
kill it. If passed, as seems likely, this legislation will
undermine the Central Bank’s independence de jure.
After his angry speech, Gerashchenko submitted
his resignation to Putin. Using a standard Soviet-era
formulation, presidential administration head
Aleksandr Voloshin announced that Gerashchenko
had resigned for “health reasons”.
Although reports described the resignation as
unexpected, Putin clearly was not surprised. He
immediately advised the Duma to accept
Gerashchenko’s resignation and nominated Deputy
Finance Minister Sergei Ignatiev to replace him.
Since leaving the Central Bank in the early 1990s,
Ignatiev has served in a variety of government posts
and, like Putin, is from St. Petersburg. He is
politically beholden both to Putin and to Finance
Minister Aleksei Kudrin, and is not a particularly
prominent figure. The Duma overwhelmingly
approved Ignatiev’s appointment last Wednesday.
Dislike for Gerashchenko, therefore, should not blind
international observers to the more fundamental questions
raised by Putin’s opportunistic coup attempt at the Central
Bank. Reducing the Central Bank’s independence would
not only violate the Russian constitution, but flout the
norms of the international financial system.
Whatever one may think of his other policies,
throughout his current term Gerashchenko has acted as
a model central banker in tirelessly fighting for Central
Bank independence and currency stability in Russia.
Central bankers worldwide argue that only such
independence can defend democratic states against
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politically inspired bouts of inflation. While Central
Bank independence is not the economic panacea it is
often made out to be, in political terms the cavalier way
in which Putin has treated this institution belies his
stated commitment to a democratic, constitutional order.
Moreover, this move fits a broader and disturbing
authoritarian pattern in Putin’s policy-making. Putin gained
near complete control over the State Duma early in his term,
reducing a once-feisty elected body to a rubber stamp for
his policies. He restructured the legislature’s upper house,
the Federation Council, to ensure that it could not
challenge him. He crushed former “oligarchs” Boris
Berezovsky and Vladimir Gusinsky, not because of their
economic rapacity—other oligarchs remain privileged and
close to Putin—but because they questioned his politics.
He created seven “super-regions” headed by presidential
representatives in order to bring regional governments to
heel. He has prosecuted a nasty war in Chechnya.
Most recently and publicly, he quashed the remnants
of a serious free opposition press in Russia.
Gerashchenko and the Central Bank represented the last
influential, independent check on presidential power.
Now Putin has made his final bid for control, ousting
a central banker long denigrated by the West. True,
Gerashchenko’s policies have been oft-criticized on many
fronts.
But does the end justify the means?
Gerashchenko’s term was already scheduled to end in
September, while the institutional consequences of his early
removal could last far longer. The answer from the
international community should be a resounding “no”.
[JR: Gerashchenko had to resign because he lost the fight
to keep the Central bank independent. The Central Bank
is the power that controls interest rates, inflation, and has
full control of the nation’s gold. Like all Central Banks,
they are privately owned and run by hand-picked members
with no oversight or participation from any members of
government. Putin’s redesign to a National Banking
Council system reverses the way all Central Banks now
operate worldwide. Maybe it’s this type of reform that most
concerns the private bankers and not the early resignation
of Gerashchenko. Putin’s authoritarian style of
government is what Russia may need to pull itself out of
the quagmire left by Yeltsin and his pro-Western
“advisers” whose economic policies destabilized Russia
and brought about its economic ruin. Those like
Berezovsky, Gusinsky and Gerashchenko—who have
been extricated from positions of power—are the very
oligarchs who gained all for themselves under
Yeltsin and left nothing for Russia’s survival. Let’s
hope Putin’s reforms in the Russian banking system
set a trend that puts the spotlight on the operations
of all CENTRAL BANKS worldwide!]
RUSSIAN JOURNALISTS WIN TV NETWORK BID
By Susan B. Glasser, Washington Post, 03/28/02
MOSCOW—A team of journalists booted off the
air in January today won the right to start a new
television network in a deal blessed by President
Vladimir Putin, who has sought to eliminate criticism
by Russia’s independent media.
The decision by a government licensing commission
will allow the return to the air of Yevgeny Kiselyov and a
group of journalists that has been chased from one outlet
to another during the two years of Putin’s presidency. But
the journalists have teamed up with the Kremlin, raising
questions about the independence of the new network,
which will broadcast on Russia’s sixth channel.
“We’ll go back on the air as soon as possible,” said
Kiselyov, reached at a victory party less than an hour after
the decision was announced. He refused to discuss what
accommodation his group had reached with the Kremlin.
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And when asked whether he felt confident that the
new network could operate free of political
interference, he responded: “The future will judge.”
The network will be run by an alliance of such former
Kremlin critics as Kiselyov and financial backers who
include wealthy oligarchs with ties to the Kremlin such as
Roman Abramovich, the governor of the far eastern region
of Chukotka. At Putin’s insistence, sources have said, the
nonprofit partnership in charge of the network will be run
by former prime minister Yevgeny Primakov, a Putin ally,
and Arkady Volsky, head of the Russian Union of
Industrialists and Entrepreneurs.
Such partners mark a striking departure for Kiselyov.
He and his reporters quit the independent NTV
network en masse last year rather than be subjected
to what they called a state-sponsored takeover. Their
next home, TV-6, came under legal attack and in
January was forced off the air by a court liquidation
order that Kiselyov alleged was Kremlin-inspired.
TV-6’s frequency was put up for auction today; several
of the 12 also-rans complained that the outcome had been
preordained by the Kremlin and expressed doubts that
Kiselyov’s team could run a network free from government
interference. Former Soviet president Mikhail Gorbachev,
who put together one of the losing bids, told reporters after
the decision that he doubted the winners could create “a
genuinely free, independent and honest channel”.
Pavel Korchagin, a former Kiselyov associate who
broke with him to lead the other serious bid, said, “I wasn’t
surprised. Everyone predicted it was going to be the
outcome.” Asked if the process were rigged, he replied, “I
would quote Mr. Primakov, who said: ‘If we weren’t sure we
would win, we wouldn’t enter the contest.’”
Today’s decision was made by the eight-member
Federal Licensing Commission, an appointive body
whose members include government and nongovernment officials. One of the members acknowledged
that Kiselyov’s team had been put together by the
Kremlin and said that concerns were raised during the
deliberations about whether the journalists could
operately independently. But the commission member,
Vladimir Posner, said there had been “no pressure
whatsoever” from the Kremlin to vote for Kiselyov’s bid
and said that today’s was the first unanimous decision
in the two years he has been on the commission.
“There’s no doubt. President Putin certainly was
involved in the final configuration of the so-called
Kiselyov group,” he said, calling the addition of
Primakov and Volsky “very clearly a presidential gambit”
to gain influence over the journalists. Putin wanted
“people who are more under his control,” Posner said.
Despite concerns about the Kremlin’s involvement,
Posner said the commission had “no clear option” except
Kiselyov’s team, because the other bidders lacked either the
journalistic experience or business plan to put together a
new television network. “I can’t say we came out of it
giving each other high-fives,” he said. But at least, he said,
“this group will turn out to be more independent of the
government” than Russia’s three existing national networks,
which are all more directly under government control.
[JR: Ex-Soviet Pres. Gorbachev lost the bid to buy TV6 and so did American media mogul Ted Turner. It
must have been an important acquisition for a lot of
people and for a lot of different reasons which the
Kremlin probably saw all too clearly. Putin’s trusted
allies (for reform?) Primakov and Volsky will likely
oversee the independent journalists who won their bid
by agreeing to certain concessions. Did they have to
agree to be accurate, fair and unbiased in reporting the
issues and the news? If Putin did maneuver these
agreements can he now relax given his hold and the
changes he has made in the consolidation of his
powers? All leaders need a good press to validate

themselves and their achievements. Vladimir Posner,
one of the members of the licensing commission, is
experienced and is well aware of the methods and
control governments maintain over the media. He was
a commentator for CNN for several years before
returning to Russia. Is Putin merely creating the
semblance of an open press, as Gorby implies, or will
Putin continue to keep us all guessing?]
BUSH THREATENED WITH COURT FIGHT
ON ENERGY REPORT
BY Chris Baltimore, Bayarea.com, 03/27/02
WASHINGTON (Reuters)—A legal activist group
threatened the Bush administration on Tuesday with
a long court battle after receiving thousands of
documents, many of them censored, detailing how big
business influenced energy policy.
Judicial Watch received 11,000 documents, including
many blanked-out pages, from the Department of
Energy late on Monday that showed Vice President
Dick Cheney’s energy task force met last year with
industry but not with any environmentalists.
“These documents will ultimately have to be
produced,” Judicial Watch Chairman Larry Klayman
told a news conference. “Judicial Watch will not rest
until all of the documents and all of the information
is available to the American people.”
Arguing that confidentiality is needed if it is to
continue receiving candid advice from outsiders, the
administration refused to disclose who it had met with
from energy firms like now-bankrupt Enron Corp., once
President Bush’s biggest campaign donor.
Judicial Watch filed its suit to gain access to the
documents alongside a similar suit from the General
Accounting Office, Congress’ investigative arm, after the
task force produced a report recommending more oil and gas
drilling and greater emphasis on coal-fired power plants.
“It would appear that consultation was skewed
in favor of energy companies,” said Klayman, whose
group frequently filed suit against the policies of the
Clinton administration.
The documents that were made public showed Energy
Secretary Spencer Abraham met dozens of energy industry
executives and lobbying groups in the months leading up
to the energy policy release in May 2001.
White House spokesman Ari Fleischer said “the
approach that the government took was in accordance
with the law” and tried to downplay the energy
industry’s influence on the report: “News flash: it is
no surprise to anybody that the secretary of energy
meets with energy-related groups.”
Judicial Watch said it was equally troubling to
hear the administration’s claim that many more
potentially inflammatory documents are exempt from
the judge’s request because of federal laws.
Klayman accused the administration of stalling tactics,
and said it may ask the court to proceed with criminal
proceedings to determine whether the administration had
obstructed justice in withholding documents.…
The Energy Department cooperated with the
Department of Justice to determine which documents were
not suitable for release. Many of the omitted documents
contained draft versions of the energy plan, which the
department said were exempt under three provisions of the
Freedom of Information Act.
Ironically, that act is a primary tool used by Judicial
Watch and other interest groups and media outlets to
compel the government to release documents.…
The Energy Department excised some 15,000 of 26,000
Energy Department documents from Monday’s document
delivery, and heavily vetted many others.
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Klayman predicted that appeals pressed by the
administration will likely reach the Supreme Court,
and “the reason for that is simply delay.”
Klayman linked the administration’s heavy
redactions to an earlier directive from Attorney
General John Ashcroft to “air on the side of withholding
documents if any reason can be conjured up.”
[JR: Withholding documents and information is the
number-one priority of the Bush Admin. as regards Enron.
Enron’s ties with the Bush bunch can be compared to
Siamese twins… you can’t separate one from the other.
Ari Fleischer’s statement that the government’s meetings
with outside energy advisors were in accordance with the
law is politically correct. Most of the laws written in
Washington favor special interest groups like the energy
group. Despite the fact that SEC investigations are
ongoing Enron is still shredding documents and hired a
company named Shredco to do the work. Why is the
Justice Dept. allowing this to continue? Why is the
spotlight always on the Andersen accounting firm and not
on Enron, which is where the focus should be and isn’t?
Why have there been no charges brought against the CEOs
at Enron that brought about its collapse? How convenient
was it made for the Warburgs to gain control of Enron at
no cost to them and are not responsible for any of Enron’s
debts. Why isn’t Atty. Gen. Ashcroft made to justify his
directive that it is acceptable “to withhold documents for
any reason anyone can conjure up”? This is the method by
which Washington protects their own as well as the
privileged insiders through lies, deceptions and the all
important withholding of evidence. It is so blatantly obvious
that almost no one in Washington has any sense of
decency, honesty or is motivated by conscience.]
MEXICO’S FOREIGN MINISTER PRESSURED CASTRO
TO LEAVE SUMMIT, SAYS CUBA
By Jim Burns, CNSNews.com, 03/27/02
The early and sudden departure of Cuba’s Fidel
Castro from last week’s United Nations poverty
summit in Monterrey, Mexico was all Mexico’s fault,
according to the Cuban government. It alleges, in a
newspaper editorial that Mexican Foreign Minister
Jorge Castaneda was the “diabolical and cynical
architect” of a plan to force Castro to leave.
The editorial, published in the Communist-controlled
newspaper Granma, is a much more pointed telling of
events than the one Castro issued last week.
After finishing his speech Thursday, Castro excused
himself from the summit and went home, claiming he was
being forced to do so because of an unspecified “special
situation” created by his attendance.
“I ask for your indulgence since I will not be able to
accompany you any longer,” Castro said at the time. “A
special situation created by my participation in this summit
obligates me to immediately return to my country.”
Castro did not elaborate, although President Bush
had just arrived in Monterrey when Castro decided
to leave. And before leaving for the summit, Bush
had told reporters at the White House that he did not
want to cross paths with Castro. The president called
Cuba a “reprehensible country”.
The banner headline accompanying the Granma
newspaper editorial reads, “The man guilty for what
happened in Monterrey is called Jorge Castaneda.” It states
that the Mexican foreign minister “humiliated” Cuba in
Monterrey, accuses Castaneda of using his “arrogance and
shadowy influence”, to force Castro’s departure, and adds
that Castaneda then “blatantly lied” about events.
“We ask for nothing more than an end to the
provocations, insults, lies and macabre plans of Mr.
Castaneda against Cuba. Otherwise, there remains no other
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alternative than to divulge that which we have not wanted
to divulge, making dust of his false and cynical
pronouncements,” the editorial stated.
“Cuba has irrefutable proof of all that occurred,”
the editorial asserted.
Some Mexican politicians, according to wire
service reports from Mexico City, have accused
Castaneda of turning his back on Mexico’s foreign
policy in order to placate President Bush and have
vowed to ask Castaneda to appear before the
Mexican Congress to explain his actions.
During a joint news conference with President
Bush on Sunday, Fox denied that his government had
pressured Castro to leave.
Bush also denied he had anything to do with
Castro’s early departure.
“I know of no pressure placed on anybody. Fidel
Castro can do what he wants to do. And what I’m
uncomfortable about is the way he treats his people.
There is only one country that is not a democracy in
our hemisphere and that’s Cuba,” said Bush.
[JR: Did Mexico’s Foreign Minister Castaneda act to ban
Castro from the meetings in Monterrey on strong advice
from Washington or did he act independently? Mexico and
Cuba have long shared an amiable relationship, so one
must question the motives behind Mexico’s actions. I guess
when Emperor Bush travels he banishes those whose views
are not compatible with his or his advisors. One would
ask why so many opposing countries are obliged to
suffer his presence when he chooses to grace or
disgrace their countries with his visits? The U.S. may
be a super power that is headed by a narrow-minded
President who is guided by men who are self-serving,
dishonest and meanspirited, not to mention outrightly evil.]
BEHIND THE CAMOUFLAGE, NINE GENERALS
AND 57 COLONELS ARE READY FOR ACTION
European Voice, 03/21/02
THERE are no tanks, no jeeps, no flags, no
guards and no high-wire fences. From outside, the
headquarters of the European Union Military Staff doesn’t
look much like a high-security defence facility at all.
Housed in an unremarkable, eight-storey glassfronted structure in the heart of Brussels’ European
district, it blends in perfectly with its surroundings.
Brilliant camouflage, of course.
Once through the entrance of the Avenue de
Cortenbergh building, however, and it’s immediately
clear that this is not your average EU set-up.
Inside, the security is reassuringly spot-on. My
details have already been relayed to the reception
staff, who work behind a protective screen.
I’m asked for proof of identity, which is taken off
me in exchange for a visitor’s pass. A closed-circuit
TV camera follows my every move.
The officer escorting my visit, Lieutenant-Colonel
Helmut Wetzel, arrives and directs me to an X-ray
machine to check I’m carrying nothing more
dangerous than a notebook and pen.
He tells me I’m the first journalist to see the
inside of the EU Military Staff (EUMS).…
The level of security is not surprising: the
headquarters is home to nine generals, 57 colonels,
assorted air force and Naval officers, along with a clutch
of NCOs and civilians, totalling 135 staff in all.
Compared to the Brussels headquarters of NATO and
its military arm, Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe
(SHAPE) at Casteau, near Mons, the EUMS is a tiny
operation, reflecting the fact that European security and
defence policy is still in its formative stages.
Lt. Col. Wetzel, a German mountain artillery man,

wears two ‘hats’ in his current role.
As well as providing military expertise to support
the Council of Ministers press office, he is assistant
to the chairman of the EU Military Committee, Gustav
Hägglund, a Finnish four-star general and the
highest-ranking officer in Cortenbergh.…
The EUMS is divided into five main sections—policy
and plans; intelligence; operations and exercises; logistics
and resources; and communication information systems.
Each branch is headed by a one-star general.
Its main job is to serve the chiefs of staff on the
Military Committee and perform early warning,
situation assessment and planning for the so-called
‘Petersberg tasks’ to be carried out by the new EU
rapid reaction force, due to be operational next year.
These range from humanitarian and rescue operations
to combat missions aimed at peace-making.
The Council Secretariat is trying to discourage use of
the phrase ‘EU rapid reaction force’ because of its
connotations with a standing Euro army.
“It’s not necessarily rapid, not necessarily reactive and
not necessarily a force,” explains one EU source.
“It’s about a policy rather than a force because
it’s not on standby in barracks. It’s a capability,
drawing on member state assets.” So how would it
all work in practice, then?
Put simply, in the event of a crisis the Council’s
Political and Security Committee (PSC), ambassadorrank diplomats responsible for political control and
strategic direction, would call on the advice of Gen.
Hägglund and the chiefs of staff.
If the PSC decided a military response was
appropriate, the EUMS would liaise with member
states to put together a force of up to 60,000
troops—deployable within 60 days and capable of
sustaining itself in the field for at least a year.
It all sounds rather complicated. Lt. Col. Wetzel
helpfully arms me with a suitcase-load of papers and
print-outs explaining the full scenario.
It’s worth noting that neither the Military
Committee nor the EUMS would be responsible for
the actual operational planning of a mission. At the
moment, it’s still not clear who that would be.
“Such a commander could come either from within
a multinational structure (for example, Deputy
Supreme Allied Commander Europe at SHAPE), or a
national one (for example, Permanent Joint
Headquarters Northwood in UK or Creil in France),”
Gen. Messervy-Whiting recently explained.
The SHAPE option, of course, would mean using
NATO planning facilities—the preferred option of
almost everyone involved. The only snag here is the
position of Turkey, which has threatened to block
access to NATO assets if the dispute of Cyprus’s
accession to the EU is not settled.
But back to the EUMS. Lt. Col. Wetzel apologises for
being unable to show me the ‘Situation Centre’, where
military and civilian personnel, directed by British diplomat
William Shapcott, monitor likely trouble spots across the
globe which could have an impact on the EU. “I’m afraid
that’s a classified area,” explains Wetzel.…
[JR: The EUMS with all its titles of authority, staffs,
coordinating agencies, and command centers are all
geared and prepared to act, for what kind of a threat?
The European powers are implementing plans to
counter any offensive actions taken by whomever or for
whatever reasons that are not made clear in this
article. With all these alert systems in place it doesn’t
seems as though the world is ever going to attain peace.
To succeed in this planned future world one will need
to be rich, powerful, head an agency, hold a government
position or wear a uniform. Where does it leave the
rest of us who have to pay for all of this?]
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ARIZONA DOCTOR/SWAT COP
TAPPED AS SURGEON GENERAL
By Amy Goldstein, Washington Post, 03/27/02

President Bush yesterday selected as the
nation’s top physician an expert in medical
emergencies who has a swashbuckling past as a
soldier and crime-fighter but has been relatively
insulated from Washington politics and the most
ethically sensitive areas of health care.
Bush announced the nomination of Richard H.
Carmona, an Arizona trauma surgeon, to be Surgeon
General as the president moved in a single stroke to
fill two of the most significant health care jobs in the
federal government.
As expected for the past few weeks, Bush also
named Elias A. Zerhouni, a Johns Hopkins University
medical administrator, to lead the National Institutes
of Health, the sprawling agency that is the nation’s
main engine of biomedical research and has lacked a
permanent director for more than two years.
Coming 15 months into his presidency, the
appointment come after persistent criticism from
Democrats and health care advocates that Bush has
allowed several prominent positions to languish unfilled
at a time when the United States confronts particularly
vexing biomedical issues, including cloning, stem cell
research and the aftereffects of Sept. 11.
The choice of Carmona, in particular, also
represents the latest example of Bush’s efforts to tilt
the emphasis of a variety of federal activities toward
helping deter terrorism and equipping the country to
withstand attacks.
The president and his aides said yesterday that
the next surgeon general will have—like those in the
past—a broad mission to educate Americans about
ways they can prevent poor health.
But Carmona, 52, is the first trauma surgeon
nominated to the post. After the hijackings six months
ago, he was in charge of implementing the bioterrorism
and emergency preparedness plans for southern
Arizona. As a deputy sheriff who has worked on SWAT
teams for 17 years, he also would be the first surgeon
general with law enforcement experience.…
The president called that work one of the
“particularly urgent issues” the next surgeon general
should address, along with two more conventional
areas: improving fitness, and curbing alcohol and
drug abuse. With a relatively modest size staff and
little direct policymaking power, the surgeon general
serves primarily as a kind of megaphone that has
sometimes had great influence over attitudes toward
public health matters, ranging from nutrition to AIDS.
At times, the position also has become a fulcrum for
fierce ideological and partisan disputes, including
over abortion and sex education.
If confirmed by the Senate—Zerhouni also must
be approved by the chamber—Carmona would
succeed David Satcher, who was appointed by
President Bill Clinton in 1998 and was one of the
longest holdovers in a key health care job until his
resignation last month.…
At a time when Latinos represent an important
voting constituency, Carmona is a Hispanic with a
dramatic, up-by-the-bootstraps biography. As Bush
stood beaming by his side, Carmona spoke in
Spanish and English yesterday to thank the president
for choosing him.
“As a high school dropout, a poor Hispanic kid,
to where I am today was just nothing you could even
dream about,” the nominee said.
Raised in Harlem, he left school to join the
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military and became an Army Green Beret. He got a
high school equivalency degree and eventually became a
doctor, a nurse, a health policy specialist and a hospital
administrator. He also founded Arizona’s first emergency
medical system and worked on a SWAT team.
Bush noted that Carmona in 1992 “dangled out of
a moving helicopter” to rescue someone stranded on
a cliff, inspiring a television movie. In 1999, he
stopped at a car accident and exchanged gunshots
with a man who turned out to be suspected of killing
his father. The man died; Carmona ended up with a
bullet grazing his scalp and a national award as a
“Top Cop” by a law enforcement association.…
His career trajectory means that Carmona has
largely sidestepped matters of reproductive health,
cloning and other polarizing issues. A spokeswoman
for the University of Arizona College of Medicine,
where he works, said that no faculty members there
conduct research with human embryonic stem cells.
In announcing Zerhouni’s nomination to lead
NIH, Bush said he “shares my view that human life is
precious and should not be exploited or destroyed
for the benefits of others.”
[JR: Bush found two politically correct candidates
who are well qualified to fill the important posts of
health care and who come from multi-cultural
backgrounds. It’s a dream team for the politically
correct and it’s what globalism is all about. The new
Surgeon General Carmona is an ideal example of
success for minorities having served in the military,
becoming a trauma doctor, a SWAT Team member
and he also inspired a movie. Dr. Zerhouni is an
Algerian immigrant who is qualified to head NIH as
he is an experienced biomedical researcher. Both
men seem well up to the task to implement plans for
any health emergency, be it from an act of terrorism,
an invasion of the U.S. or whatever else the devious
minds in D.C. might be planning.]
DRONES BEAM WAR LIVE TO TOP BRASS
By Thomas E. Ricks, The Washington Post, 03/27/02
BAGRAM AIR BASE, Afghanistan—During
fighting this month between U.S. troops and al-Qaida
forces, Predator drone aircraft gave generals and
civilian leaders in Washington something they had
never seen before: a continuous live view of
Americans in ground combat in the mountains of
Afghanistan, 10 time zones away.
Cameras on the 27-foot drones beamed back
dramatic scenes from the heat of battle in the Shah-e-Kot
region. Never before had an extended battle by U.S.
forces been piped into U.S. command centers around the
globe in hour after hour of real-time video that made
distant officials feel unusually close to the battlefield.
That closeness was a problem, according to U.S.
commanders here. In a review of the Predator’s role
in the biggest U.S. ground assault in a decade,
soldiers involved in the battle said the live video
links gave them little useful information, were
sometimes a distraction and encouraged higher-level
military staffs to try to micromanage the fighting.
“Tactically, I don’t think it affected what I did on
the ground,” said Army Col. Kevin Wilkerson, a 10th
Mountain Division brigade commander who led the
regular Army forces in the battle. “To be honest
with you, I didn’t watch it a lot.”
The reason is that “the Predator can be
mesmerizing like watching TV,” he said.
Maj. Louis Bello, a fire support coordinator for the
division, said the video tends to be seductive.
“The danger is you get too focused on what you

can see and neglect what you can’t see,” Bello said.
“And a lot of the time, what’s happening elsewhere
is more important.”
For example, he said the Predator may beam back
an image of two tanks moving, capturing the
attention of people watching, but it might not notice
several hundred of the enemy hiding nearby. Bello
called Predator video “fraught with both blessings
and curses”.
Another 10th Mountain Division officer, who
asked not to be identified, went further, dismissing
the Predator as “entertainment for division staff”, the
people at headquarters.
Since the dawn of warfare, military commanders have
felt they lacked the proper information to direct their
forces. In older times, everything over the next hill was
often a mystery; now, Predators can let them peer over
that hill and the one after that, and the problem is how
to sift through the data to find what is useful.
Among the first troops that the U.S. Central
Command dispatched to Central Asia after the Sept.
11 terrorist attacks were Predator Teams sent to
Uzbekistan and Pakistan. These drones were
operated by the military and used purely for
reconnaissance. The CIA controlled a separate set of
Predators that recorded another first in military history,
the firing of weapons by an unmanned aircraft.
Pictures from the military-operated Predators have
been distributed to a variety of command posts
around the world, including the air operations center
in Saudi Arabia, Central Command headquarters at
MacDill Air Force Base, Fla., and the Pentagon and
CIA headquarters in the Washington area.
Army Maj. Gen. Frank Hagenbeck, the commander
of regular U.S. ground forces in Afghanistan, said
that from his perspective, the biggest problem caused
by the Predator was that its transmission of real-time
images made staffs above his own division’s staff feel
they were in a position to get involved in the battle.
“It proved at first to be disruptive” to his headquarters
when levels of command above—in the Persian Gulf, at U.S.
Central Command headquarters in Tampa and at the
Pentagon—watched Predator imagery and called with
questions about what they saw, he said.
During the first days of the Shah-e-Kot battle,
Hagenbeck recalled, “People on other staffs at higher
levels would call all the way down to my staff and get
information and make suggestions.”
Hagenbeck’s answer to that micromanagement
problem was to anticipate questions and answer them
by posting detailed battle reports several times a day
on the military’s own secure, internal computer link.
After his staff started doing that, he said, the higher
staffs “started backing off”.
The initial conclusion of officers here is that the
Predator, in its current configuration, is probably
better suited to narrow tasks, such as shooting
missiles at small convoys of al-Qaida leaders, than at
helping commanders manage a far-flung battle.
[JR: Of what real value are these armchair
evaluations made by the generals and their staffs far
removed from the fields of battle? Why have these
live action war games for the top brass if the
information gathered is of little value to the field
commanders? How easy it is to second-guess and
plan strategies way behind the lines remote from the
stress and tensions of battle. It is evident that the
old tradition of generals being among their troops to
observe and direct the battle is a concept that has long
been dead and buried. If wars are going to be run by
technology and computers, why do we need these
generals and their staffs? Maybe the only real thing in
this modern age of war is the troops in the field?]
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FOR CHILEAN COUP, KISSINGER IS NUMBERED
AMONG THE HUNTED
By Larry Rohter, The New York Times, 03/28/02

SANTIAGO, Chile—With a trial of Gen. Augusto
Pinochet increasingly unlikely here, victims of the Chilean
military’s 17-year dictatorship are now pressing legal actions
in both Chilean and American courts against Henry A.
Kissinger and other Nixon administration officials who
supported plots to overthrow Salvador Allende Gossens,
the Socialist president, in the early 1970s.
In perhaps the most prominent of the cases, an
investigating judge here has formally asked Mr.
Kissinger, a former national security adviser and
secretary of state, and Nathaniel Davis, the American
ambassador to Chile at the time, to respond to
questions about the killing of an American citizen,
Charles Horman, after the deadly military coup that
brought General Pinochet to power on Sept. 11, 1973.
General Pinochet, now 85, ruled Chile until 1990.
He was arrested in London in 1998 on a Spanish
warrant charging him with human rights violations.
After 16 months in custody, General Pinochet was
released by Britain because of his declining health.
Although he was arrested in Santiago in 2000, he was
ruled mentally incompetent to stand trial.
The death of Mr. Horman, a filmmaker and
journalist, was the subject of the 1982 movie Missing. A
civil suit that his widow, Joyce Horman, filed in the
United States was withdrawn after she could not obtain
access to relevant American government documents.
But the initiation of legal action here against General
Pinochet and the declassification of some American
documents led her to file a new suit here 15 months ago.
Last fall, after gaining approval from Chile’s Supreme
Court, Judge Juan Guzmán, who is also handling the
Pinochet case, submitted 17 questions in the Horman
case to American authorities. An American Embassy
official here confirmed that the document, known as a
letter rogatory, has been received in Washington, but
said it has not yet been answered and that he did not
know if or when there would be a response.
“We’re pressing the case in Chile because this is
the first opportunity we have had to see if there is
still some real evidence there,” Mrs. Horman said by
telephone from New York. “But the letters rogatory
seem to be in a paralyzed state.”
William Rogers, Mr. Kissinger’s lawyer, said in a
letter that because the investigations in Chile and
elsewhere related to Mr. Kissinger “in his capacity as
secretary of state”, the Department of State should
respond to the issues that have been raised. He added
that Mr. Kissinger is willing to “contribute what he can
from his memory of those distant events”, but did not
say how or where that would occur.
Relatives of Gen. René Schneider, commander of the
Chilean Armed Forces when he was assassinated in Oct.
1970 by other military officers, have taken a different
approach than Mrs. Horman. Alleging summary execution,
assault and civil rights violations, they filed a $3 million civil
suit in Washington last fall against Mr. Kissinger, Richard
M. Helms, the former director of the Central Intelligence
Agency, and other Nixon-era officials who, according to
declassified United States documents, were involved in
plotting a military coup to keep Mr. Allende from power.
In his books, Mr. Kissinger has acknowledged that he
initially followed Mr. Nixon’s orders in Sept. 1970 to
organize a coup, but he also says that he ordered the effort
shut down a month later. The government documents,
however, indicate that the CIA continued to encourage a
coup here and also provided money to military officers who
had been jailed for General Schneider’s death.
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“My father was neither for or against Allende,
but a constitutionalist who believed that the winner
of the election should take office,” René Schneider Jr.
said. “That made him an obstacle to Mr. Kissinger
and the Nixon government, and so they conspired
with generals here to carry out the attack on my
father and to plot a coup attempt.”
In another action, human rights lawyers here have
filed a criminal complaint against Mr. Kissinger and
other American officials, accusing them of helping
organize the covert regional program of political
repression called Operation Condor. As part of that
plan, right-wing military dictatorships in Argentina,
Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Paraguay and Uruguay coordinated
efforts throughout the 1970s to kidnap and kill
hundreds of their exiled political opponents.
Argentina has also begun an investigation into
American support for and involvement in Operation
Condor. A judge there, Rodolfo Cancioba Corral, has
said he regards Mr. Kissinger as a potential
“defendant or suspect”. But lawyers say it is virtually
impossible for a foreign court to compel former
American officials to answer a summons.
During a visit by Mr. Kissinger to France last year, for
instance, a judge there sent police officers to his Paris hotel
to serve him with a request to answer questions about
American involvement in the Chilean coup, in which
French citizens also disappeared. But Mr. Kissinger
refused to respond to the subpoena, referred the
matter to the State Department, and flew on to Italy.
“I think it is clear that Kissinger is now one of many,
many officials who have to think twice before they travel,”
said Bruce Broomhall, director of the international justice
program at the Lawyers Committee for Human Rights. “It
will be surprising to many that an American secretary of
state is among that group, but times have certainly
changed” as a result of the Pinochet case, he said.
The uproar appears to have forced Mr. Kissinger
to cancel a trip to Brazil. He was scheduled to make
a speech and receive a government medal in São
Paulo on March 13, but withdrew after leftist groups
there said they would demonstrate against him and
also called on judges and prosecutors to detain him
for questioning about Operation Condor.
A spokeswoman for Kissinger Associates in New
York attributed the change of plans to a “scheduling
conflict.” But the organizer of the event, Rabbi
Henry Sobel of the Congregacão Israelita Paulista,
said “the situation had become politically
uncomfortable” both for Mr. Kissinger and local
Jewish community leaders who had invited him.
“I spoke with him many times on the telephone and
made it very clear to him what was happening behind the
scenes, and he was very sensitive to that,” Rabbi Sobel
said in a telephone interview. “This was a way to avoid
any problems or embarrassment for him and for us.”
[JR: A lot of connections to Kissinger here are related
to the violent political events that occurred in Central
America in the 1970s when Henry was head of the U.S.
State Dept. Henry’s vague memory of events won’t hold
up as he was the architect of our U.S. foreign policies
from Pres. Kennedy, Johnson and Nixon. As Sec. of
State, Kissinger was the sole planner of The Andes
Plan for Central America that brought about the
political instability and chaos that has lasted for over
30 years. He also used his great influence to threaten
and eventually overthrow Pres. Bhutto of Pakistan and
instigated the death of Aldo Moro of Italy because they
didn’t agree with his plans for their futures. There are
enough solid charges here to indict Henry and he may
need an army of top attorneys to defend him everywhere.
Herr Kissinger may outlive the charges against him
but not the TRUTH about his sordid past.]
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